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PICTURE OF SILENCE is this photograph of 50 officials and RCMP staged a full-scale clamp Thursday or remain idle until an agreement 
Tenrace highway logging trucks, parked in pro- down on load restrictions. Truckers have not is reached with the Department of Commercial 
test after Department of Commercial Transport yet decided whether trucks will ,resume hauling Transport. (McGrath photo) 
The resolution called for "equal 
haring of all capital assessments 
Kelowna Couple 
::Hurt In Crash 
;chooi Tax " ' J - " " °u ' * ' *   ue uo. . . . .  , . . _  . . . . . . . .  
. r . . .  ,. Wildcat Truck Strike . . . . . .  A Terrace Chamber of Com. in an area to include Smlthers, llSdr erce resolution, tabled at the an. . Terrace, Kitimat, Prince Rupert, J i U j [ ~  ~ ~ |al convention of the Northwest Queen Charlotte Islands and Port- I  lw"  1e l  wen ~ ~ 
3ambers of Commerce in Smith. land Canal school districts. Equal- I O 
'st~ef i rst  week in March, was Ity of education opportunity f o r l F o I l o w s  P o l i ~ e  C l a m p  D o w ~  t important it mof business t all children can only be aehleved 
e regular monthly meeting of if the educational tax burden is 
;trace Chamber Monday even. shared equally," the resolution 
g. read. 
Terrace's logging ,industry was threatened with shutdown 70' overall length and maximum "
aring period so that the matter could today when some 50 highway logging trucks ceased hauling 90,000 lbx 
because of police clampdowns on load restrictions in the area. 
A Kelowna couple, enroute tlo 
Kiflnut 4~ accept a posting with 
~ha Baptist church, narrowly 
escaped death last Wednesday 
when their car smashed into a 
logging truck about seven miles 
sooth of Terrace on Highway 
25. 
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Fields were 
iken to Mills Memorial hospital 
)Hewing the incident. Mrs. Fields 
,as' treated for shock and abra- 
ions but her husband underwent 
]rgery for injuries sustained in 
le accident. 
Driver of the logging track, John 
polezer of Terrace was uninjured 
the mishap. 
Terrace I~MP said the accident 
lght have been fatal if the drlv- 
' of the truck had not had the 
'esonce of mind to pull as far to 
e side of the road as possible. 
The Fields vehicle, a Vauxhall, 
,s travelling towards Kitlmat 
fen it slid on icy pavement and 
,tamed into the side ef the load- 
logging truck. The impact 
iocke~ the logs from the trailer 
~d ripped out the side of the 
Luxhall. An axe was used to free 
r. and Mrs. Fields from their 
tashed vehicle. The accident nc- 
~!'ed at about 1:30 p.m.. 
im i  • • o .  
No "Melt ing Pot"  
this wuk .  
It was tabled for a two-month 
be taken back to individual chain- 
hers for further study. 
A committee was formed at 
Monday night's meeting consist- 
ing of Bob Christl, Vie Jolllffe and 
James MacKay. 
This group is to meet with a 
similar committee of Kitlmat 
Chamber of Commerce tonight, 
March 16. 
SCHOOL BOARD COMMENTS 
Following editorial comments on 
the issue in last week's issue of 
the Kltimat "Northern Sentinel," 
a spokesman for Terrace School 
Board stated: 
"The energetic reaction of Kiti. 
mat Chamber of Commerce to the 
Terrace Chamber's resolution to 
amalgamate he school districts Of 
this area for taxation purposes is 
i interesting, but not unexpected, 
and is entirely a matter between 
these two business organizations. 
"Of prime concern to the Tar. 
race School Board is the equaliza- 
tion of educational opportunities 
for the children, and the method 
of attaining this goal. No amount 
of specious arguments and juggling 
of figures can alter the fact that 
there are two completely differ- 
ent standards of expenditure for 
educational purposes in the school 
districts of "Terrace and Kitimat. 
A clear illustration Is found in 
the relative 1065 school budgets. 
If the tax assessments of the two 
districts had been traded in that 
year,the Kithnat school tax would 
have risen from 19.'iS-~iils to a 
staggering 44.53 mills - -  prob- 
ably the high~t in the history of 
B.C. On the ether hand, the Ter- 
race school tax would have drop- 
1~! from 28.2 mills to 18.51 mills 
- -  the lowest in the province, 
Tracks were parked empty at 
the corner of Lokelse and Emer. 
son whtle drivers, owners and log. 
ging eontrsctors called an emer- 
gency meeting at the Canadian 
Legloo Auditorium, in an effort to 
decide on a course of action. 
The wildcat truck strike began 
a~ter two days of rigid enforce. 
ment by weigh scale officials of 
the department of eomJnerelal 
transport, and Terrace ROMP. 
Many truck owners were clutch. 
lug infraction tickets in their 
hands as they sat for the meeting 
this afternoon. The tickets have 
been issued for almost every 
minor infraction en the books, ac- 
cording to the drivers. Some have 
been hit for overweight loads, 
while others have tickets for over. 
height and overwidth leads and i 
still others have tickets for broken! 
mudflaps, burned out tail.lights 
and numerous other minor infrac. 
tiara. 
Local trucker Horace Vance, act- 
ing on the direction ef today's 
meeting, telephoned A. J. Bower. 
ing, depu~ minister of commercial 
transport In Victoria. He told Bow- 
ering that Terrace highway log- 
g!ng trucks were parked, and 
can no longer operate under such 
strict enforcement of minor regu. 
lations. 
.The deputy minister placed the 
blaineon, the local 'RCMP de- 
taehment and said he would en- 
deavor to "call off" big weigh 
scale officials at once. He suggest, 
ed that local department of high- 
ways officials might have request- 
ed the enforcement, and asked that 
truckers check with superinten- 
dent of Highways, J. P. O~'oole. 
Asked to comment on .the situ- 
ation, Sergeant J. H. Maidens 
of the Terrace R@~P said, "For 
the past two days we have been 
assisting the commercial transport 
fellows. ~Are have all the sympa- 
thy in the world for the local 
truckers, but we cannot be expect. 
ed to read things into the statutes 
which do not exist. If the regula- 
tions are too restrictive, then the 
regulations hould be changed." 
Spokesmen at today's meeting 
emphatically defied anyone to con. 
form to the regulations calling for 
an 8' wide load, when bunk stakes 
all lean several inches outside the 
limit after the load has settled 
while enroute to the mills. 
P. Bass said that earlier today, 
a sample load was placed on one 
of the trucks and kept absolutel 
within the letter of the law. "By 
the, time we reached the check 
unit, there were two infractions 
evident," he said. A conforming 
load under present enforcement 
was termed an "absolute impossi. 
biHty" by many of the truckers 
present. 
A committee comprised of sev- 
eral truckers and logging ~ontract. 
ors will meet tonight with depart. 
ment of eemmercinl transport of. 
flelals In an effort to reach some 
sort of agreement. 
Further meetings will be held 
to determine whether present 
truck rates will be retained, or 
whether local truckers will seek 
a hike .to $18.~0 an hour for trucks, 
• in an effort to meet inaeasing 
oper~ional costs. 
Present load requirements call 
for loads 8' wide, 12.6' feet high, 
Truckers claim a blockload of 
that size is, of necessity, well over 
the 90,000 pound requirement. 
i On Thursday, road restrictions 
!will place further hardship on 
!truckers, when all loads are re- 
duced to 75 per cent capacity. 
JAMES H. JAMIESON 
James H. Jamieson has been 
appointed woods manager, Tar- 
race Woods Division, Columbia 
Cellulose Company, Limited. The 
announcement was made reach.t, 
ly by J'. G. W. MeIntyre, axe. 
cutive vice president operations. 
Mr. Jamieson, a graduateFor. 
ester from the University of 
,Toronto, has 17 years ef exper. 
lance in logging operations in 
Eastern Canada. Before Joi~Ing 
Columbia Cellul0qe, he held the 
position of assistant woods man. 
ager for Marathon Corporation 
of :Canada. 
.Mr~ J'amies0n, daughters, M~-. ' 
garet and Barbara ,  and..son =
James, presently in Ontario, will 
Join Mr. Jamieson at the con-.. 
dudon ofthe school term. ~. 
Two TERRACE "Omineca" 
Disgusting .fairy . ta le . . .  
The Federal Hansard is about to take 
its place on the shelf reserved f~r undesir- 
able literature. Not because of its obscene 
content but because of its overabundance 
of complete and utter nonsense. 
A nationwide witch-hunt is on and the 
Canadian people are clamoring for a ring- 
side seat at what may or ma.y not prove to 
be a RESTRICTED performance. 
It's a deplorable and sickening situa- 
t ion -  one which proves beyond a doubt 
that our own representatives have been ill- 
chosen, and that our leadership has fallen 
into a state of silly senility. 
Justice Minister Cardin has been cruel- 
ly victimized by his own Liberal colleagues 
and bombarded by the opposition. He made 
a firm decision in the George Victor Spen- 
cer case and stood by his guns but the 
rest of the army deserted when the enemy 
came up from the rear. -. 
The enemy, in the form of an egotisti- 
cal lawyer and "has-been" politician nam- 
ed John Diefenbaker began his barrage of 
barbed insults and Cardin broke down 
under pressure. 
At one point, Cardin screamed at the 
leader of the opposition, "Why don't you 
shut up?" 
We ask. the same question. Why didrVt 
Diefenbaker shut up? 
The answer seems clear. This man will 
see the Liberal government defeated one 
way or the other. He will use every means 
at his disposal to ,realize such an end. He 
forgets in his fleeting moments of ill- 
gotten glory that .in destroying Canada, he 
will destroy himself. 
Canadians must not forget the RCMP 
had the Spencer case under control. They 
must not forget this is the same RCMP 
that worked under the leadership of John 
Diefenbaker. Nothing has changed in our 
police farce. It is just as competent under 
Pearson as it was under Diefenbaker. How 
con the leader of the opposition justify 
the holding up of Canada's business while 
he attempts to prove he is the all-knowing, 
all-seeing, all-hearing, great, magnificent, 
omnipotent, mighty I AM? 
He has succeeded in reducing the House 
of Commons to a little boy s battlefield 
wherein his repeated blows prompt cries of, 
" I f  you hit me again, I'm going to tell your 
daddy!" 
Cardin has tattled and now Canadians 
will have to suffer through a tiresome ses- 
sion of what has been termed by NDP 
leader Tommy Douglas as a modern version 
of "Goldilocks and the Three Bears:" Mr. 
Douglas reminds us this is the fai.rytale 
where everyone runs a b o u t shouting, 
"Who's been sleeping in my bed?" 
Surely we needn't remind Mr. Pearson, 
Mr. Diefenbaker, Mr. Cardin and others in 
the Commons that Canadians trust the 
RCMP to watch what MP's do with their 
night-time hours. 
It's what they are NOT doing during 
their day-time hours that has us worried. 
• For the past two weeks, they haven't 
done a blasted thing and it looks as though 
we're .in for another long seige of stupid, 
insignificant bickering. 
God help Canada! 
FIRE DESTROYED THE TRAILER HOME of Mr. and Mrs. Nik Gossi on Monday when it 
swept through their mobile unit on Highway 16 West. Mrs. Gossi was cleaning a gas 
stove when it ignited, spreading flames throughout the trailer. Her clothing aflame, she 
grabbed up her three and ahal f  year old daughter and fled to safety. Gossi, a self- 
employed carpenter, estimated his loss at $5,000 and said it was only partially insured. 
(McGrath photo) 
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'~e  got on the emhool btm by mistake." 
 aeistrate's Cour t . .  
The following convictions were 
made in Terrace Magistrate's 
Court last week before Magistrate 
C. J. Norrington: 
Yvonne Mantle, speeding $30; 
Theodore Auckland, minor in pos- 
session of liquor near teenage 
dance fined $40; Charles Angus 
driving while intoxicated, sentenc. 
ed to 14 days and prohibited from 
driving for three months. 
Ronald Sebastian, common as- 
sault, fined $200; Carl Bolton, in- 
toxication fined $15; George Bour- 
elle, invalid licence plates fined 
$10 and speeding fined $50; Wil- 
liam Thornton, invalid licence 
plates fined $10. 
William F. Bennett, speeding 
f~ed $30; Hans Tehl, failing to 
dim headlights fined $10; Robert 
Roy, intoxication sentenced to one 
day; Brian Piewek, speeding, fined 
$25. 
Patricia Munro and Cecil Ag- 
new, making U turn in violation of 
the bylaw, each fined $5; Daniel 
McBryan, defective motor vehi- 
cle fined $20 and minor with no 
insurance fined $20; Larry Coupal, 
minor with no insurance fined $20 
and and for being a minor in pos- 
session fined $15. 
Heinz Arcularius, d e f e c t i v e 
motor vehicle fined $15; Alex Gen. 
dron, defective emergency brake 
fined $10; Bryan Glaim, inade- 
quate muffler fined $15; Albert 
deJong, failing to stop at stop sign 
fined $10 and William McNeal, no 
licence brake light fined $10. 
Magistrate F. H. Adames ] 
ided over the following: 
Ivan Kamp, illegal hacking 
fined $10; Herbert Rhyason, sp~ 
ing fined $25; Kenneth Hall 
speeding, fined $50 and lice 
suspended for 60 days. 
Reuben Bayer, intoxication 
ed $30; Wlllard Clark, intox~cal 
fined $20 and for being a mi 
in possession fined $50; 1to]0 
Rogers, intoxication fined $20. 
Dennis Nahvlak, fined $10 
not having valid licence plai 
$10 for not having insurance ca 
$10 for not having a consent car 
Peter Bowolin, driving while pr 
hibited fined $125 and Roger A 
chambault stntenced to 14 da:i 
for impaired driving and prohibi 
ed from driving for 90 days. 
V~ARNING TO PUBLIC: Sectio 
12(b) of the District of Terrae 
Traffic Bylaw No, 327 read., 
"Limitations on "U" or revers 
turning. No driver of any veh 
cle shall turn such vehicle s 
as to proceed in the opposit 
direction ~vithin an intersectio 
AT 'ANY CORNER OF WI-HC~ 
"Stop" sign has been placed, c 
where a traffic control signal h~ 
been installed." 
Full,time enrollment in Can: 
dian universities a n d college 
reached 178,238 in 1984-65, a 
increase of 12.5 per can~ over th~ 
of the previous year. The inereas 
in full.time enrollment of wome 
(18.4 per cent) was .higher Cha 
that for men (10.2 per cent). 
5c to $1.()0 
BI LLBOA ' D 
SATURDAY, ~ 19 - -  CWL Saint Patrick's Tea ~nd Bazaar 
to be followed by dance Saturday evening. Dance starts at 
g:30 p.m. Admission $6.00 a couple. Music 1)y The Esquires. 
not ~urkey dinner to be served. Irish coffee available. 
Tickets may .be obtained at the door. 
FRIDAY, MARCH 18, 8:15 P:M., Terrace Community Centre. 
Terrace Little Theatre production of 3-act drama, "The 
Birthday Party." Admission: adults $1.50, students 75c. 
To be followed by a coffee party for all ~)atrons. 
SATURDAY, MARCH 19, 1 to 4 P.M.. Terrace Community 
Centre - -  Rummage Sale in aid of the Terrace Little 
Theatre travel fund for the Dominion Drama Festival 
entry "The Birthday Party." Donations for ~he sale may 
.be taken to the Centre or will be picked up ff you call 
Mrs. D. Leslie at VI 3~926. 
MARCH 23rd to 26th (inclusive) - -  Plan to sttend Ten'ace's 
first annual Music Festival which will be held from March 
23rd to 26th. For  further information, phone VI3-5785 
or VI 3-5786. 
MARCH 31 .at 8 'P.M. - -  A public meeting for all interested in 
ten~is -,viii be held in Terrace Cemmunity Centre. 
FRIDAY, MAY 6 - -  Hospital Auxiliary annual ball - -  Frisco 
Frolic - -  a~ Community Centre. Highlight of the evening 
is a floor show ~ music by the Esquires and dinner serv- 
ed. Tickets $5 per person. Make your reservation NOW 
by phoning Helen Lloyd, VI 3-2097. Tickets must be picked 
• up and paid for by April 22. 
BLUE WILLOW STARTER SETS 
Set d 4 - -  SPECIAL: $~.49 
March 16. 1966 
The Ides of March came early to 
)arliament his year. Instead of 
he traditional 15th they arrived 
,n •March 10. And, with their arri. 
,al, there came, to me at least, a 
e~ling of disgust, dismay, disan-i 
hantment and outright shame, i 
Yes, on March 10 I never felt 
nore ashamed of parliament, 
tever felt more ashamed of being 
part of the institution. 
For March 10 was the day upon 
:hicb Justice Minister Carlin lev, 
lled sweeping allegations and in- 
inuations against all the persons 
~ho were in John Diefenbaker's 
iovernment during a particular 
~eriod. These insinuations were 
~ade outside of parliament and 
elated to the so-called activities 
f one Olga Munsinger. 
She was then a spy for a for. 
:ign power. She also, according to 
rustice Minister Cardin, was inti- 
nately involved with some Tory 
'.abinet ministers. 
To me, those allegations consti- 
u tea  scurvy and unprincipled at- 
tack upon so many people who are 
obviously innocent. But, be they 
innocent or guilty, the attack was 
designed for no other purpose 
than to strike back at John Diet- 
enbaker for the part he played in 
getting a commission of inquiry 
into the Spencer case. This was 
p u r e, unadulterated vindictive. 
hesS.  
The first result of the charges 
was that parliament spent all da~' 
on the 10th in a procedural tur. 
moil over questions of privilege 
and points of order. During that 
day th~ personal insults between 
Liberals and Tories came so thick 
and fast that it almost made me 
sick to the stomach. It certainly 
made me feel that I was part of 
an unreal world where venom was 
used a.substitute for blood. 
Mr. Cardin told the House that 
he hadn't seen the files on the 
case, but only came to know about 
it when he was a minister of an. 
other department. He also said 
'that he thought a commission of 
inquiry was warranted although 
he hadn'.t spoken with the prime 
minister about it. bh'. Pearson told 
the house that he would be glad 
to set up a commission of inquiry 
if only the House would pass such 
a motion. Mr. Douglas Harkness, 
a former Tory cabinet minister, 
said be would welcome a commis- 
sion of Inquiry. Mr. Giles Gre- 
goire, a Creditists MP from Que- 
TERRAC.~ "Omineca" BRITISH CC~u~,~ 
Bird Hunting Permit Required This Year 
Northern A~eairs .Minister At. 
thur Laing has announced the 
autumn 1966 introduction of th( 
Canadian Game Bird Hunting Per. 
mit. The permit will make possible 
- -  for the first t ime-  a national 
waterfowl kill survey. 
The two dollar permit will be  
on sale at Post Offices late next 
su~uner and will be required in 
addition to any required provin. 
cial lleence by all hunters of 
ducks, geese, snipe, w.oodcock and 
other migratory game birds. Free 
l~ermits will be issued to Indians 
and Eskimos. Distrth/ltion pro- 
blems in remote areas may result 
in a one-year suspension of the 
requirement of Indians and Eski. 
rues and in the Yukon and North- 
west Territories. 
Mr. Laing said that the permit 
- -  and the kill survey it will make 
possible - -  are only part of a com- 
prehensive national wildlife pro. 
gram which he hopes to outline in 
the House of Commons oon. 
The idea of the permit has been 
supported by the Canadian Wild. 
life Federation and by other hunt. 
ers"and naturalists' groups. Mr. 
Laing explained that the permit is 
necessary .to find out how many 
waterfowl hunters there are in 
Canada, where, when and how of- 
ten they hunt, and how many 
bec moved an amendment (rumor. 
ed  to ha~,e been drafted by Mr. 
Piekersgill a Liberal cabinet rain. 
ister) asking for a commission of 
inquiry. 
Some Conservatives ay they 
don't want a commission of in- 
quiry, but that Mr. Cardin should 
'either substantiate his allegations 
by revealing the truth or he 
should resign his seat in parlia- 
ment. 
All through that terrible day, 
we in the New Democratic Party, 
felt as if parliament were coming 
apart at the seams. We felt that 
some sinister force was out to 
destroy parliament and make it 
the laughing stock of Canada. We] 
tried repeatedly, right from the 
start, to get the House to adjourn 
so that Mr. Speaker could take the 
various questions of privilege un- 
der consideration for we felt that 
parliament wo u I d accomplish 
nothing in the way of dealing with 
public business. When it came to 
the time of adjournment our fears 
were borne out. No public busi- 
ness was dealt with. Nothing ac- 
complished that was good. Every- 
thing said that was bad. 
Yes, I was ashamed of being a 
member of parliament. Ashamed 
for Justice Minister Cardin, asham- 
ed for Tory Alvin Hamilton, 
ashamed for everyone who got into 
the raging, venomous debate. And 
I shared my shame with those who 
stayed silent. 
It made me wish that I hadn't 
pledged my self to try to keep 
parliament in business. On March 
10 it would have been far better 
for parliament not to have been in 
business. 
ROOF LEIIHinG? 
nEED II nEUl ROOF? 
Call the experts in the field 
: : / :  
A NEW ROOf OR JUST 
REPAIRED, 
ALL TYPES Of ROOFING 
Serving P:ince George and 
District from Fort St. John 
to Terrace since 1951 
Steve 
waterfowl nf each species they 
harvest. This kind of informaUon 
is vital to effective management of
our waterfowl resource. 
It has been estimated that there 
are about 350,000 waterfowl hunt-; 
era in Canada and that they spend 
about ~0 million each year on 
their sport. 
The following information will 
be given to hunters .with the wal- 
let-sized permit: 
[] You need a Canada Migra- 
tory Game Bird Hunting Permit to 
hunti ducks, coots, rails, weed- 
cock, mourning doves, geese, gal- 
linules, snipe, sandhlll cranes, 
band.tailed pigeons. 
[] This permit must be signed 
'by the hunter whose name and 
GENERAL ROOFING CO. IJd. 
4642 Leselle . (TERRACE BRAHFCH) - Vl  3-2724 
(eat) 
home address were recorded wh6n 
the permit was purchased. The 
permit b not iran~erable. 
[] Only one Canadian Migra- 
tory Game Bird Hunting Permit is 
required even ff you hunt in more 
than one province or territory. 
D This permit does not re. 
place a provincial or territorial 
licence. The Canadian permit is 
required in addiUon to any other 
)leence(s) that you must have. You 
must conform with the migratory 
bird regulations and appllceble 
provincial and territorial hunting 
regulations. 
When you purchase your Cana- 
dian Migratory Game Bird Hunting 
Permit you are contributing to 
Canada's expanding program o f  
wetlands preservation and water- 
fowl research and management - -  
See KALUM TIRE for 
 lo. I DEALS 
ON 
 lo. ! TIRES 
25% OFF all Discontinued Lines 
GOODYEAR SAFETY ALL-WEATHER - -  3T 
nylon cord body and wide wrap-around 
Tufsyn rubber tread for greater mileage, 
safety and stability. (List price $20.10 
to $29.95). 
Now from $15.10 
GOODYEAR ALL-WEATHER - -  Best of the 
economy priced nylon tires with Goodyear 
"NO LIMIT" quarantee. (List price 
$15.35 to $29.05).  
• Now from $11.50 
GOODYEAR CUSTOM NYLON - -  Here's the 
1965 "premium" tire for modern high 
speed driving. (List price $2"/.75 to 
$41.80). 
Now From $20.81 
Here's • RED HOT SPECIAL on 8:55x!4 
Tubeless Whitewall Power Cushion Tires 
These tires are sl.ightly blemished but fully 
guaranteed. A first line quality tire (Regular 
$43.75 each) 
Now Only--ca. $27.00 
"WE'V,E GOT A DEAL FOR EVERY WHEEL !" 
Tires, Batteries, Automotive Gr Industnal Supplies 
IIIILUIII TIRE SERVICE LTD. 
Phone Vl 3-281 | Open Moeday - Saturday 8:30 to 6 p.m. 
• Pe~e Th:: 
• e Vital stepping stones to eon. 
tinued hu0ting, opportundty. Most 
of the waterfowl ~ve hunt are 
hatched and raised in Canada, but 
spend their winters in the United 
States. National and international 
effort is required to: 
D Keep track of the numbers 
of migratory birds. 
I-1 safeguard breeding areas. 
D Provide resting places for 
migratory birds. 
[] save adequate b r e e tUng 
stock by regulating the harvest. 
[] maintain wintering areas. 
CENTENNIAL MEMO 
Sooke, "vancouver Island was 
named after the Sake Indians who 
were a warlike race finally con- 
quered by an alliance of other 
island tribes. 
T o OiifilIILL n UIIS 
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ELMER VALLE Y VALLE 
• . . makes first snowball 
thought for the week 
"Democracy is the recurrent 
suspicion that more than •half of 
the people are right more than 
half of the time." 
from 
World Government and Peace 
by Elwyn Brooks White 
i 
mcmsli l 
IS ALWAYS THERE iii iil 
I 
ITHYOIJRIIELP ii! 
ST RUTHERS 
WELDING 
Turn Left at Clerk Road 
Just off Old Lakelse Lake Road 
Phone VI 3.2491 
Mexican Visitor at Golf Club 
Mr. Elmer Yalle Y Valle of 
Gaudalajara, Mexico, will he the 
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Kurt Kol- 
terhoff at the Thornhill Golf and 
Country Club, for three to six 
months. 
The Kolterhoffs met Mr. Valle 
Y Vatle ~4hile bolidaying in Mexi- 
co last year, 
When questioned about his sur- 
name, he explained that in Mexico 
a child is given both of his par- 
ents' family names. These are sep- 
arated by a "Y" which would he 
translated as "and" in the English 
language, thus his name means on 
When questioned about the 
number of people sympathetic 
towards Cuba's Fidel Castro, he 
said most of Castro's support came 
from the universities and the more 
affluent groups. The average Mexi. 
can citizen was aware of the Castro 
movement but was generally apa- 
thetic towards politics in general. 
Mr. Valle Y Valle said be would 
like to stay in Canada permanently 
but because of the Canadian Immi- 
gration policy of allowing only 
sponsored relatives of Mexican 
Canadians in, he would probably 
of Vane and Valle. I have to return home when his 
When asked about what he liked lvisitor's visa expires. 
in B.C. he said he enjoyed the I He said before he •returns to 
snow, the fresh dust-flee air, and Mexico, he plans to eiimb Copper 
the friendliness of the people. He Mountain, pan for gold in the area, 
said that his first action upon ar- and meet as many Canadians as 
riving in Terrace was to make a 
snowball. He had never seen snow 
before. He was impressed with the 
complete lack of class distinction 
in Canada and the ease with which 
people accepted strangers into 
their midst. 
Mr. Valle Y Valle visited with 
our local RCMP officers in their 
headquarters to compare methods 
of crime detection and to view 
the local jail. In Mexico, his work 
as a private investigator, takes 
him into contact with the local 
law enforcement agencies. He said 
the two systems were very differ- 
ent. Canadian methods appeared 
to be far superior and conditions 
in the jail were luxurious compar- 
ed with those in Mexico. 
He claimed poverty was still a 
pressing problem in Mexico hut 
with improved educational facili- 
ties, they hoped to improve con- 
ditions in the future. He said al- 
most all elementary schools in 
Mexico are overcrowded with split 
classes as the normal conditions. 
Elementary education is compul. 
sory but because of the lack of 
classrooms and teachers many chil- 
ran still received less than a mini. 
mum education. Higher education, 
even at high school level is out of 
reach for many because of the 
lack of sufficient family income 
to provide for the school supplies 
and text books. 
The average income for most 
people in Mexico is about two dol. 
lars a day for eleven hours of 
work. 
possible. 
For  Read ing  . . . 
Wind, Sand and Stars, by Antoine 
de Saint-Exupery, published by 
Harcourt, Bruce and World Inc. 
Antoine de Saint-Exupery was 
an airlines pilot in France from 
1926 until his death in 1944. Dur- 
ing his hours in the cockpit he al- 
ways carried a'note book to jot 
down his e~periences during his 
flights. Wind, Sand and Stars is a 
grouping together of some of these 
experiences, but more than that 
it is a record of the emotional re- 
actions as perceived by a pilot 
when encountering the elements 
of wind, sand and stars. 
Saint-Exupery's talent as a writ- 
er as well as a pilot makes this 
book an experience to read. His 
gift of expressing the very core of 
his reactions in poetic prose is 
magnificent. 
He wrote of flight as an idyll; 
"Impalpable ddies of evening air 
drum softly on the wings and the 
plane seems to be drilling its 
way into a quivering crystal so 
delicate that the ~vake of a passing 
swallow would jar it to bits." 
He describes his encounters with 
a cyclone, a crash landing in the 
Sahara desert, as well as the peo- 
ple be met through his work. 
"Wind, Sand and Stars" is 
not only for those interested in 
aviation, hut for anyone who en- 
joys a beautifully written book. 
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor Control Soa~d or by the Government of British Columbia. 
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PLANS FOR A PROPOSED Centennial Park development iv I
Thornhill area were submitted this week to Provincial an( 
Federal Centennial authorities for study and ultimate ap. 
proval. The proposed park project is to be located or 
Paquette Road, adjacent to School District property. The 
above drawing is a free-hand copy of the original plan pre- 
pared by Mr. Ken Holmes and Mr. Ray ,kaCarte. This illus- 
tration is not drawn to scale, and there are a few departures 
from the original measurements. 
Thornhillers Want 
Cost Study Made 
Approximat'ely 100 people at- 
tended a meeting of Thornhill 
Rural Ratepayers Association on 
March 9. 
Mr. P. G. Williams was guest 
speaker. He spoke on the major 
differences between incorporation 
into a village and an improvement 
distriet• 
Because of a lack of information 
relating to the cost factor in the 
two forms of incorporation, the 
Ratepayers requested a brief to be 
presented at the next meeting, be 
drawn up by the direCtors and exe- 
cutive of the group stating esti- 
mated costs involved in maintain- 
ing both forms of incorporation. 
W. Harper, president of the 
Thornhill Ratepayers Association, 
~poke on the aims of the organi- 
zation. He stated the group is "for 
the good and welfare of the dis- 
trict." He pointed out that one 
need not be a landholder to be 
eligible for membership. Tenant 
residents are also welcome. 
Bert Bellamy, a director of the 
Thornhill Ratepayers, reported on 
the population count within the 
new proposed boundaries. With 
the count nearly complete, it ap- 
pears there are less people in the 
area than previously reported. The 
total to date is 1448. This includ- 
es 764 adults, 684 children, (295 
of these are pre.sohool age), and 
207 resident pwperty owners. 
• Mr• Harper reported that letters 
have been seht to the B.C. Tele- 
phone Company complaining of 
the high cost of private line tele- 
phones and asking for improve- 
ment in the service on multi-pari~ 
lines. 
It was decided that the Rate- 
payers Association will sponsor 
Scouting activities in Thornhill. A 
committee of five volunteered to 
take care of the organizing proce. 
dures. 
CENTENNIAL MEMO • 
I-IM frigate Thetis, 36 guns, 
1,450 tons, served on Esquimalt 
station 1851-1853. She was later 
traded to the Prussian, govern' 
ment for two small paddle steam• 
sis. 
PARTY L INE . .  
Mrs. Ron Koopmans of Pine S 
was hostess to twelve Thornhi 
ladies for a Tupperware Part 
March 10. Mrs. Babs Van Weste 
displayed several Tupperware pr 
ducts and refreshments opped o: 
the evening of fun and ~ames. 
Congratulations go to Mr. ar 
Mrs. Arnold Sali of Pine Street c 
the birth of their son, March 1 
Baptist Church 
Seeks Property 
Pastor James Rose of Uplanc 
Baptist Church spent several hou;i 
this week looking at various prl 
parties in ThornhiU which may ti 
purchased for the site of the nei 
church. The selected site will ! 
announced shortly, i 
(Pastor Rose along with mezi 
hers of his congregation will 11 
calling on residents of Thornh'.~. 
Sunday, March 27, not March 23 ', 
previously reported.) 
A 
T 
Guide Organizers 
Invited To Meet 
Guides Commissioner, Mrs. Jo 
Sparks, will be in attendance at
meeting at the Muller residex 
on X,kelse  oad, March = atl  
p.m. All women in '£hornhill " int ~ 
sated in helping to o~anize (
Guide movement in this area 
requested to attend. 
$$$ S A VF, $$  
ALL  PARTS 
for most ears . . ,  meet parta f 
ALL  CARS 
BRAND NAME SPARK PLUi! 
Each ' __  85© ! 
THORNHILL  AUTO 
WRECKERS 
Crescent Dr. on Highway 16 
• PHONE VI 3.5508 
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Rod and Cable Mill.For Alcan 
The Aluminum Company of Can. 
da, Ltd. (Alean) will establish a 
8,000,000 aluminum rod mill and 
lectrlcal conductor cable mill. in 
~e Winnipeg area due to the mar. 
et created by the Nelson River 
'ower Project, according to a 
)int announcement by Premier 
~uff Roblln and' Alean's executive 
ice president Paul Leman. 
Alcan has opttoned 10 acres of 
md in Transcona, seven miles 
rest of Winnipeg, for the project. 
he rod and cable mill will 'have 
area of 40,000 square feet of 
oor space initially and require 
]ree acres of land but the Com- 
~ny looks ~orward to possible x- 
~nsion later. 
"The land and building will cost 
estimated $1,250,000, the rod 
Lill will require an investment of 
rS0,000, and the cable mill will 
LVOIve an expenditure of $1,000,- 
10," bXr. Leman said. Capacity of 
Le plant, .the first integrated elec- 
ical conductor cable plant in the 
:airie provinces, will be 10,000 
~ns per year and will provide 
nptoyment for some' 125 people. 
Alcan is Canada's original pro- 
Icer of high-tension aluminum 
ansmission-line conductor, which 
COL~oiA  TERRACi: "Omineca" HERALD r TERRACE r BRITISH 
I A CENTENNIAL FEATURE 
it has been producing since 1902. 
R is the only fully-integrated 
manufacturer of the product in 
Caneda, being engaged in every 
phase of the busineu from smelt. 
lng the metal, fabricating it into 
rod and then Into cable and pro. 
riding design and field service to 
customer utilities. 
If anticipated markets ms, terial. 
ize for aluminum electrical hard. 
ware and aluminun~ building and 
construction components, Alcan 
will consider the installation of an 
extrusion press to produce the nee. 
essary shapes. The addition of 
such a press would add $750,000 to 
the investment. 
T~e new integrated cable mill 
will be Alcan's first plant in Mani. 
toba. The company already oper. 
ates plants in lkitish Columbia 
Ontario and Quebec, mines fluor. 
spar in NewfoundLand, and has 
sales offices across Canada. 
CENTENNIAL MEMO 
On Christmas Day 1865 a man 
named Warner, his wife and three 
other men set out in a small boat 
to visit the lighthouse keeper's 
family on l~ace Rock, near Vic- 
toria. A riptide tipped the boat 
and all five drowned. 
Use this space to 
tdd up your monthly 
payments 
ii~ ~ ~i~. I ii~ i/,i ~i~ • 
• i ~ i i /  ! 
, i 
1hen cut 
1hem down 
, vith an Associates 
consolidation loan 
Add up your monthly obligations. If the total is too 
high, the Associates will lend you the money to clear 
up those debts, and turn them into one low monthly 
payment. And by paying off debts instead of putting 
them off, you keep your credit good for any other 
purchases you make in the months ahead. So cut 
monthly payments down with a debt consolidation 
loan from the Associates. Call your Associates 
manager today. 
ASSOCIATES FINANCE COMPANY LIMITED 
4556 Lazelle Ave. Phone VI 3-6387 
m • 
SIR JOSEPH HEEDHAM 
The second chief justice of in 1866. As a result, for the first 
Vancouver Island, Joseph Need- three years of its existence, the 
ham was unwilling to give up united colony had two supreme 
his post after the island and courts! 
mainland Colonies were united Mr. Needham said the aboli. 
flon of Vancouver Island's su- 
preme court was not provided 
for in the terms of. union. Judge 
Matthew Baill/e Begble of the  
~rltlah Columbia Supreme Court 
• said the union destroyed the old 
colony of Vancouver Island 
all i ts  institutions. Governor 
,Frederick Seymour ad¢oo~ted 
amalgamation f the courts, but 
as a compromise gave each chief 
justice sole jurisdiction in his 
own pa~t of the new united 
colony. 
The controversy was unsettled 
for three years. Then the legis. 
lature ruled that on the death 
or resignation of either Begbie 
or Needham, the survivor would 
have sole senior authority. This 
came about in 1870 when Need. 
ham resigned to become chief 
justice in Trinidad, and for his 
services there he was knighted. 
He had come to Vancouver 
~sland in 1865 from .London 
v?here he had been called to the 
bar. When his health gave way 
he decided to travel and he suc- 
ceeded David Cameron in the 
senior judicial post. During his 
term in office he once travelled 
to the Carihoo when serious 
trouble threatened over a claim. 
jumping complaint on Grouse 
Creek. Only his tact prevented 
bloodshed, it was believed. He 
died in England at the age o! 83 
in 1895. 
- -  B.C. Centennial Committee 
I 
with 
]WON 
TRACTOR PARTS LTD. 
Box 554, ISrince George, B.C. 
Phone 563-9151 
Automatic Roller Rebuilding 
New Undercarriage 
Used Parts 
i i  i 
• TERRACE HOTEL 
F rst 
B/rthday Party 
Will Feature 
Chris Crosby 
~ :i!!i!ii!:!: 
TALENTED 
AMERICAN 
T.V.  
NIGHT 
CLUB 
RECORDING 
STAR 
April 14,. 15 .and 16, 
TWO SHOWS NIGHTLY AT I0 an~ 12 
Thursday and Friday 9 p.m. to 2 a .m. .~ Saturday 8 p.m. to 12 
• ADMISSION: $5 Per Penm. Deadline for "ricketl April 4. 
All Seats Reserved. Advance Ticket Sale. 
_ . _ ¢ontuct Le .~ Geemert at Terrace Hotel. " 
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MacMILLAN, BLOEDEL & POWELL 
RIVER LIMITED 
invites enquiries and bids from 
LOGGING COnTRliCTORS 
LOCATION : Powell River Area 
VOLUME: 12 MM FBM Annually 
TERMS: Fixed Rote Contract 
All Pleases Stump to Dump 
High Lead Portable Spar Equipment 
Please dilrect oil enquiries to: 
MacMILLAN, BLOEDEL ~ POWELL RIVER LIMITED 
Stillwater Division, 
R.R. 1, Powell River, B.C. 
or~ 
PHONE 487-9221 
(c34) 
ILL-FATED KELOWNA VAUXHALL is a total write-off following a cor-truck collisi( 
on Highway 25 last Wednesday. Mr. and Mrs. Tom Fields were iniurE~ !n the misha 
Mr. Fields underwent surgery for his injuries and is now reported to be making excellel 
progress and expects to leave the hospital this weekend. 
Our choice of models and 
Attention, car buyers! You're°pti°ns is at its greatestlikelyrightlookingnOW.., for ] ~  
We planned that's particularly "you". ~ carCar 
that's designed to fit you to a 
"T". Well, with our wideselec. 
tion of models in stock--you'll 
find that we can probably match 
you up with the very car you 
want, right in our showroom. 
We firmly believe that you will 
act better our trade-in 
allowance... 
Chevrolet-Oldsmobile dealers 
have always been noted for high 
• trade-in allowances. But, during 
Car Buyers' Field Days, you get 
an even better deal on the 1966 
model you choose. 
We can give you on-the-spot 
delivery on virtually any 
model... 
We've probably got the exact 
model you'd like. If we have-- 
we'll likely be able to deliver 
that new car to you within 
hours. That's the kind of service 
you can expect throughout our 
Car Buyers' Field Days. 
our 
Chev-Olds . 
just for you! 
We invite you to come in 
and look over our fine new 
Chevrolets, Oldsmobiles or 
Epics. Our selection is truly 
outstanding, delivery is all 
'= CHEVROLET CHEVELL CHEVY II 
you could wish for-AND, 
BE SURE OFTHIS-we are 
determined to give you the 
deal of your life during our 
Car Buyers' Field Days! 
cou,,R.co,v,,,, o,,)s,oB,,,:.o,,)s F.. 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGIOIq 
by Poul Bogelund 
Membership is still increas| 
The last regular meeting app 
1 ed 10 applications for metal ship in branch No. 13, includ a husband-wife team. The lad auxiliary is increasing its memt ship too, to the tune of five -~ 
members and one transfer "In 
All Legionaires are once agl 
reminded the zone meeting 
take place at the Legion Audit( 
urn on Saturday, March 19. , 
cording to the agenda receiv 
the Council meeting will start 
2 p.m., followed immediately 
the Zone meeting. White only 
pointed delegates can vote, 
Legion members are welcome 
attend the meeing. 
Latest information from 
department of veterans' affairs 
dicates that more than 60,000 '
erans from the last great unplq 
antness, including the Korean 
terlude, have not drawn tt 
re-establishment credits. If you 
one o£ these, please remem 
the  deadline for claiming 1 
credit has been set for October 
1968. Claims received after 
date will not be considered - -  
don't say we did not tell you: ~ 
A unanimous vote insured 
continuation of the sports tr 
ing program, already so well e 
blished in the Terrace area. Un 
the able lead'ership of Comr~ 
Nattress and Harrison, track 
field training will get under 
as soon as weather conditions •i 
mit. Too bad snowshoeing is
included in "Track and Fk 
This past winter sure gave op 
ttinities for the training of ct 
pions in this sport. 
CRADLE ROL~ 
The following births werel 
corded in Mills Memorial Hosl:'. 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry 
March 9, a son. 
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Sail, M 
10, a daughter. 
Mr. and Mrs. Mervyn Pau 
March 10, a son. 
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew 
March 11, a daughter. , 
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Prystay, ill 
12, a son. 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred 
March 13, a son. 
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Be 
March 16, a son. 
LAF~..LINE 
~Del ta  88 Holiday Seda~' 
We have top used cars--the 
cream of the crop--and want 
you to know it,.. 
We have more of the best used 
cars in stock now. That means 
used cars that have the new- 
car look--with plenty of zip to 
match it. See us now--during 
our Car Buyers' Field Days. 
, .E l  ~ ~ Caprice Custom Coupe 
SS.166D 
REUM MOTORS LTD, Phone VI 3-6S31 - -  Terrace, S.C. 
Be sure to see Bonanza on the CBC-TV network each Sunday. Check Your local listing for channel and time. 
Father looking over his 
report card: 
"One thing is in your 
With these marks you e 
possibly be cheating." 
J ~ i . . . . . . . . . . . .  6 . . . .  m ~ b  ~ ~ m. . *  ~ 
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• DAINTY COOKIES 
• PASTRIES 
and 
• Bon Bons 
-k 
SPECIALTY CAKES 
to order 
Terrace Bakery 
Lokelse Avenue - Terrace Phone Vl  3-6186 
HEIIRInG CLINIC 
For the Hard of Hearing 
Clinic to be held by 
IIORTHERn flEIIRInG 
liB5 LTD. 
Distributors of World Famous 
SIEMENS HEARING AIDS 
Tuesday, March 22nd 
Terrace Hotel 
Under the Direction of 
MR. PAUL H. SEELEY, CERTIFIED C...oNsUL'rANT 
NORTHWEST HEARING AIDS LTD., 
! i50  - 3rd Ave.,~Prince George, B.C. 
c34 
R.C. TEL ,,,,,,o,, 
A. A. HIGINBOTHAM G, M. SMITH 
New Appointments Announced 
British Columbia Telephone Company announces the 
appointment of A. A. Higinbotham as Manager of the Com. 
pany's Northern Division with headquarters in Prince George. 
He succeeds Gordon i .  Smith, who moves to Vancouver 
headquarters as Co.ordinator of Toll Operations, assuming 
the responsibility for the co.ordination of all toll operations 
within the company. •
Mr. Higinbotham is the former Manager of the Company's 
Victoria District. He began his telephone career in 1944, He 
served in several supervisory positions with the North-west 
Telephone Company and when that company was amalgamated 
with B.C. TEL, he became Plant Manager at Powell River. 
He was appointed Victoria District Manager for B.C. TEL 
in 1962, 
Mr. smith began his telephone career in 1946 after dis. 
tinguished service as a pilot with the R.C.A.F. during World 
War II. He has held several supervisory posts and became 
Northern Division Manager in Prince George in July, 1965. 
~,. 
BROWNIES  ' 
GUIDES 
RANGERS 
Girl Guide, Patricia Fisher, 15, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. 
Fisher of Terrace, has received 
word from Guide headquarters in 
Vancouver that she has been cho- 
sen to represent the Northern 
Lights division at the 1966 Heri. 
tage Camp in Ontario this sum- 
mer. The camp will be held be- 
tween August 6 and 24 and one 
other Girl Guide from this area, 
Lynn McGann of Prince Rupert, 
will also attend. 
In order to quali~ for selection, 
Pat Fisher worked exceptionally 
hard. She was tested for several 
requisites and passed with flying 
co~ors. 
The summer session will be 
mainly a study camp which will 
lay the groundwork for a Centen- 
nial Camp in 1967. The Centennial 
Camp will be held in Morrisburg, 
Ontario, on the St. Lawrence River 
and 15 countries will participate. 
Pat will join with other trainees 
at this summer's Heritage (]amp to 
act as qualified hostesses at the 
Centennial Camp. 
Last Wednesday, March 9, was 
Citizenship Day throughout Can- 
ada and Judge J. Harvey of Prince 
Rupert presided in Terrace when 
12 persons pledged their aUegi. 
ance and received Canadian Citi. 
zemhip. 
A grollp of 20 Terrace Girl 
Guides and their readers were on 
hand for the impressive ceremony 
held in the Terrace provincial 
building. They also observed the 
examinations necessary in order 
to qualify for Canadian citizenship. 
Judge Harvey expressed pleas- 
ure at having the Guides present 
for the ceremony. He said, '~Both 
the Girl Guide and Boy Scout 
movements make an important 
contribution in preparing young 
people for becoming better citi- 
zens." 
Those granted Canadian Citizen- 
ship at the ceremony were: 
Edith G. Martin, Vela Pataky, 
Steve Kutenics, Ruth Louise Frie. 
burg, Arie deLange, Apolonia de 
Lange, Ilona Legovini, Aukje Fir- 
ing, EAch Behnke, Anita Behnke, 
Edi Zambon and Irmgard Zambon. 
Captain D. Parmenter and Lieut. 
P. Goulet, together with 17 Girl 
Guides of the 1st Kitsumkalum 
Company, travelled to Skoglund's 
Hot Springs last Friday for a group 
outing. 
The girls enjoyed swimming, 
followed by a cook.out at the pic- 
nic ground. Though ground and 
surrounding landscape were still 
wet with winter's remains, the 
girls managed to get a good fire 
going, using cedar bark for a 
starter. 
F e s t i v a I highlights ",...o..,,, 
Our Music Festival has been 
.most successful, entrywise, as 
we've had excellent support from 
compe[itors. Our sponsors .the 
.Knights of Columbus, have been 
very co-operative; businesses have 
been quite willing to advertise in 
our Syllabus and Official Program 
and individuals and firms have 
been generous in donating trop- 
hies. We have excellent adjudica- 
tors and the best available facili- 
ties for performances. The Omi-i 
neca Herald and local radio and 
TV are giving us good coverage. 
So, what more do we want? Not 
much m only the support of the 
Terrace public. 
Professional out-of-town enter. 
tainers and showmen command 
near standing room only audiences 
at up to $2.76 per head. What 
about our local artists? Is it worth 
7tic per session to you to hear them 
perform and listen to their public 
adjudications? You may do so the 
evening of Wednesday March 23, 
the entire day Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday, culminating in the 
Grand Concert on the evening of 
Saturday March 26. (For the latter 
there is a modest admission fee of! 
$1 for adults, 50c for students.) 
Children pay only 25c to all ses- 
sions, and for the concert they 
pay 50e. ! 
This festival should prove to be 
excellent entertainment, as it pro- 
vides an opportunity to study var- 
ious styles of presentation and 
technique and to head adjudica. 
tions by experts who have studied 
music and drama for years. Com- 
petitions will be held for pianists; 
vocalists; bands, church, secular 
and school choirs; choral speak- 
ing; spoken poetry; solo instru- 
mentalists and chamber ensem- 
bles. 
The names of competitors and 
time and place of competitions are 
listed in the Official Program. 
These programs will be available 
at the courtesy booth in the Ter- 
race Co-op from St. Patrick's Day 
on. Mrs. Mollie Nattress will sup. 
ply full information at the booth. 
Tables will be set up in the Co-op 
Friday evening and again on Sat- 
urday where members of the Ter- 
race Music Festival Association 
will be selling memberships as a 
bargain this year for you will be 
able to attend every session of the 
Festival from Wednesday night 
through Saturday afternoon for 
the price, of your $3.00 member; 
ship tee! We've deliberately not 
priced this Festival out of range 
of the average family in order to 
encourage participation. 
Any information on the Festi. 
val may be obtained by phoning 
our president, Mrs. Lowrie, at VI 
3-5786, or myself at VI 3.5785. 
Because we are a sponsored or. 
ganization certainly does not mean 
that we are "home free" financial- 
ly. Sponsors are willing to give 
monetary aid if necessary, but / 
u s u a I 1 y anticipate, reasonably 
enough, that the functions they 
sponsor will be self-supporting. A 
Music Festival of the calibre we 
have set is a costly enterprise 
which relies heavily on public 
patronage, so do plan on being 
with us, won't you? Very close to 
1,000 instructors and competitors 
in Terrace, Prince Rupert and 
Kitimat have been working assidu. 
ously for the past few months to 
improve their art for your enjoy- 
ment. Please don't let them down. i 
GUIDE PAT ,FISHER 
• . . chosen for Ontario 
 VERSHARP 
Ba//Point 
49 ¢ 
~" Fastest 
~!  non-skid tip 
J New 
r Comfod Grip 
Long 
column of ink 
Retractable 
point 
Medium, Fine 
or Extra Fine 
points 
all at same 
low price 
Siant sized, 
long-lasting refills 
only 29~ 
available at 
Terrace Drugs Ltd. 
and 
Lahelse Pharmacy 
For Friendly, Efficient Service . . .  
Uplands Store 
4920 HALLIWELL 
Open Daily 'Til 11:30 P.M. 
"Where Your Dollar 
Buys More" 
,Parle Six TERRACE "Omineca'-' BRITISH COLUMBIA 
T rave l  op lcs  
by DAVE BORN 
When you ~ink of sunny vaca- 
tion 'spots that are really different 
and not expensive,• how ~any 
places can you come up with? 
Not very many, I'll bet. 
But there are a few spots left. 
Europe offers a few, and among 
them is Yugoslavia. New I don't 
suppose that many of you have 
really considered the Adriatic as 
a .holiday spot, but let's look at 
what this country can offer. 
First of all, because it plays 
suoh an importfint part in every 
holiday, let's look at the weather. 
In the period of May to Septem- 
ber, the temperature along the  
coast of Yugoslavia ranges be- 
tween 69 and 85, with July being 
the hottest month. Also, there are 
up to 120 completely cloudless 
days per year. Just the sun, sky, 
sea and fun. 
The temperature of the sea al- 
most equals the temperature of 
the air, In August at Dubrovn~, 
the surface temperature of the 
water averages 76 degrees. That is 
only six degrees less than the air 
at that purt icuhr p'Iace, 
The coast of Yugoslavia is a 
beautiful sight. It has long beach. 
es, secluded coves, fiords, islands, 
vineyards, castles and all that goes 
to make a memorable holiday. 
The coast alone has over 200 
places for tourist accomodation, 
many of them untrammeled by the 
average tourist. Also, there are 
quite a few spots where you won't 
run into anybody from back home. 
During the off season, Novem. 
bet to April, accomodation prices 
are reduced 40 per cent, and the 
weather is warm compared to the 
rest of Europe. 
Even though Yugoslavia is class. 
ed as a Communist country, there 
is none of the rigamorale connect- 
ed to Visiting here, as compared 
to the other countries in this clas- 
sification. All you really need is 
your valid passport, a smallpox 
vaccination, and the .rest can be 
picked up at the port or airport 
when you arrive. 
letters t¢ the  ed i te r  . . .  
Edi.tor those who would follow in His 
Terrace "Omlneca" I~a ld  
I have been on the inactive list 
for awhile, but here are some 
thoughts on •your editorials and 
letters to the ed|tor. 
I did not fill in any clippings to 
register my vote for 'or against 
capital punishment, because I had 
no need to do so. At the all can- 
didates meeting here in Terrace 
for the federal election, I took the 
trouble to find out by question, 
how the candidates would vote in 
t~e coming parliament session 
wherein this very vital question 
was going to be brought to vote. 
Mr. Howard was the only definite 
yes he would vote for the abolition 
of capital punishment, and there- 
fore, that being one of the requis- 
ites to obtaining my vote he got 
my vote, and I expect him to be i 
a man of his word. Mr. Howard is 
committed to vote yes and I hope 
I will not .have to call him a public 
liar. 
I am so sick of these sick people 
who keep reiterating the contents 
of the Old Testament and errone- 
ously saying Jesus maintained 
footsteps. He also left the Holy 
Spirit, the Comforter, whom Jesus 
said He would send and Whom 
He requested His disciples to go 
and wait for, and Whose coming 
is celebrated in the Christian reli- 
gion as Penfecost. Personally I
feel it is the whole area around 
which the Christian religion re- 
volves. Obviously not many Chris- 
tians have experienced a very 
close relationship, because if they 
had, they could not possibly con- 
done capit~l punishment. 
Even the clergy are now trying 
to get out of jury duty, wherein 
capital punishment could be Car- 
t ied out on a guilty charge. These 
men • of the cloth have always been 
able to get away with the inability 
to carry out the practice of Chris- 
tianity, because they have been 
excused from jury duty up to now 
and some of them are trying very 
hard to keep in this comfortable 
pulpit. Frankly, I think they are 
the only people that should sit 
on a jury, then we might get a 
more definite point of what the 
Church feels is Christian. Most of 
I c.,, 5,52 il 
SUPERIOR BUILDING II 
MAINTENANCE LTD. {I 
FOR A COMPLETE JANITOR SERVICE i l f o r  adultery was to stone to death 
the guilty person and yet Jesus 
WINDOWS - -  FLOORS - -  WAIJ.,S #|sa id  if any of you are without sin 
i CARPETS AND UPHOLSTERY i / then  pick up a stone and of course, 
| • J/no one was, and the law of the 
RESIDENTIAL • • COMMERCIAL ~/day was not carried out. Love, for- 
I 4740 STRAUME AVE. etf I /giveness, ~elief, were among the 
ingredients of His message, for 
these laws. He did not. Read your 
Bible with intelligence and you 
will find that Jesus Christ went 
against he laws of His day many 
times, particularly in regard to 
taking life. The penalty of the day 
them I know wouldn't have the 
guts to look at an execution. 
The murderer of two B.C. teen- 
agers, is a man who so loved his 
fellow man that he took the trou- 
ble to pick up my broken and 
bleeding husband and take him to 
the local hospital thereby saving 
his life. Not only did he do this 
hut he came to my home, picked 
me up and took me to the hospital 
to be with ray injured husband. 
Three other men passed ~ny injured 
husband, then came back to tell 
March 1 
him as he lay on the side of t] 
road near Remo, "The neat c~ 
coming along will pick you up 
This murderer had obvious 
learned the good samaritan sto] 
well. The others, active membe 
of a local church obviously had nc 
Later this murderer s;~::~ 
signs of mental instability. He hz 
been a patient in the mental h© 
pitaL He did not stand trial for b 
crime, but in a period of norm.' 
cy and realization of his Prim 
he tried to oh-own himself in t] 
toilet bowl of his cell. My he~ 
bled for him for I knew him, 
his normalcy, to be an exceedinl 
worthwhile citizen and one 
whom I owed a deep debt of gr,s 
tude for his kindness a/ld cons 
oration. 
A second murderer, one 
two, in an equally heartbreaki 
crime in this province, involvi 
the death of a little girl, v~as a] 
known to our society as a m 
w~o once attempted to murder ]
wife. Our law apparently did 
feel this man was a potent 
murderer. Apparently it is OK 
try it on your wife first and if y 
don't succeed then it is OK t 
you to inflict yourself on soei~ 
in genera1. This is the law of t 
land. I think it is time it wt 
changed. Any violent behaviour 
any member of society should i 
viewed, whether it is in a faro i 
relationship or not, as ab-norm~ 
and worthy of the taxpaye~ 
money to have the individual 
valved, treated. In the long ru! 
it would be less costly than  
trial and a hanging or life i 
prisonment, and the heartbrokc ~ 
grief of the victim'~ family. 
No member of the human ra~ 
has the God-given privilege 
putting a value on life. Any lif~ 
be it infant, child, teenager 
adult, be it black, yellow, whitl 
or any other color,, is of the sam( 
value to God and I don't give 
hoot how many times you read the 
Bible you can't find God giving 
man that privilege. 
One large church puts so great'--, 
a va lue on life that it will not: 
condone abortion. Even our law I 
will only permit it on certain'~ 
terms. How then does, the churchl 
or the law feel they can take life 
for any purpose whatsoever? No 
man I know is capable of  the de-! 
cision, and for the nuts ~vho think l
they are, I can onl~, have contempt.i 
Capital punishment has not stop. 
pod murder and the abolision of: 
same won't either. What will stop 
murder is the conquering of~ 
':Man's inhumanity to Man," and~ 
I doubt the world is capable of 
producing such a race. 1 
Rita Kerr 
Let yourself go! Daisy, Dixie, Dinah.. .  with an auto- 
matic electric water heater in the house, you can 
shower your way through your entire repertoire. 
Morn can join in the chorus, too. While she's doing 
the laundry, or washing the dishes. That's the glory 
of an automatic electric water heater. It supplies 
plenty of hot water for all. As much as you want, 
when you want, at the temperature you want it. All 
for a few pennies per person per day. Isn't that 
something to sing about? See your water heater 
dealer about an automatic electric water heater. 
The Good' Life is electric. Turn up the volume! 
B.C. HYDRO 
Life Member Million Club 
The 
MUTUAL LIFE OF CANAD, 
is owned by the policyholder 
It is the low cost company 
It pays to own a policy 
with it. 
POLICIES TO MEET EVER~ 
NEED 
Family Protection - Mortgag 
Business Insurance 
Trust Funds I 
47$ Howe Street 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Phome: Bus.u G83-6905 
Rel .~ 921-7870 i 
Local ~VI  3-23.49 
Terrace "Omineca" Herald 
Commercial Printing Dept. i 
For Fast, Quality Printing! 
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Opt~ta  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  47 
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Vikings ' 45 . . . , . . o . .o . . . . . ,o . .  
T. C.'a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4.1 
Road Runners . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  39 
H0~,aymen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  34 
No~qee~nm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  28 
Ladies high single, 
F. McLeod . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  28~ 
Mens high single, 
J. M eLe~ ! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  319 
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01d Timers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  56 
Super .  Valu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  56 
Not-So,Hats . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~4 
Slowpokes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  44 
Skeena Auto Metal . . . . . . . . .  43~ 
Roll-a.longs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  42 
Starlites . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  42 
B.C. Hydro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  42 
C~sin Gang . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  41 
on THE ALLEYS • 
Exper~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  41 
Guttersnipes 89 
Phlubhers . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  37 
Sad Sacks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  38~ 
J. & M. Truck . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  82 
Columbia Cellulose . . . . . . . . .  ~1 
Overwaitea No. 2 . . . .  . . . . . . .  Sl  
Around tAe Town 
Magistrate C. ; .  Norrin~ton is at 
present a patient in the Centen. 
nial PavtUon in Vancouver Gen- 
eral Hospital. He expects to re- 
turn at the weekend. 
CENTENNIAL MEMO 
The Royal Eng~neezs Jan(led 
first at Esquimalt then were 
transshipped to a camp on the 
Fraser Ydver which later was 
named Sapperton and became a 
suburb of New Westminster. 
Da fs Eq i mnt 
HHTAL & 
Cement Mixers - Wheelbarrows 
Floor Sanders. Staple Guns 
Ladders. SkilD Saws, etc. 
;54~ Lazelle - P.O. Box 714 
Terrace, B.C. 
t/I 3-5153 
MR. AND MRS. E. 
[St. Matthew'~ Church was filled 
[capacity on the afternoon of 
.~rch 5 when relatives and 
lends participated in a double- 
ng wedding service at which El- 
Robert Hallsor, son of Dr. and 
rs. Ellis Hallsor of Burnaby, took 
s his l~]de, Miss Merry Loreen 
[cColl, youngest daughter of Mr. 
nd Mrs. Allan James McCall of 
The Reverend A. P. Horsfield 
~r/ormed the marriage rites with 
e congregation joining in prayer 
Ronaid Spence of Terrace was 
~est man and ushers were Consta. 
~le William Bull of Terrace and 
Dr. John McLean of Burnaby. 
The bride was a picture of love- 
liness as she walked down the 
~isle on the arm of her father, 
~hile the congregation arose and 
~ang the joyful hymn, "~raise My 
~oul, the King of Heaven." Allan 
I)ubeau presided at the organ. 
The dainty brunette bride chose 
i wedding own of glistening white 
;at.in set off with embroidered 
;atin appliques. Her gown was 
~ashioned with floor-length bell- 
;haped skirt, long slim sleeves 
]nd square neckline. A waist. 
ength veil hung gracefully from 
i cluster of satin appliques in her 
lair and she carried a shower 
)ouquet of deep roses and white 
:arnations. 
The bride's sister, Mrs. WilHam 
Sheila) ,Bull, was a charming 
natron-of.honor gowned in a floor- 
ength dress of Fiesta pink with 
na.tching gloves and headpiece. 
~he carried white gardenias. Two 
uniur bridesmaids, Miss Marilyn 
~rawferd, the groom's niece from 
.rclulet, and Miss Nancy Sparks 
,f Terrace, were pretty in floor- 
mgth white eyelet cotton dresses 
:immed with Fiesta pink satin. In 
~eir hair they wore circlets of 
rhito 'taurus. Little Miss Pamela 
,nderson, the bride's niece of Ter- 
ace, was dainty in a gown, match- 
ig that of the junior bridesmaids. 
During the signing of the re .  
ister the congregation s a n g 
Guide Me O Thou Great Jeho- 
Close to two hundred relatives 
,d friends gathered in Skoglund'a 
ROBERT HM.LSGR 
Hotsprings banquet room for a 
reception in honor of the happy 
couple. 
For receiving her guests the 
bride's mother wore a two-pleco 
mocha ribbon-lace dress with 
satin trim and matching accessor- 
ies, set off with a corsage of yel- 
low rose-buds. The groom's mother 
chose for the occasion, an aq~ 
wool dressmaker suit with match- 
ing bat and a corsage of pink 
rose.buds. 
With a bridal arch in the back- 
ground the bride's table was cen- 
tered with a beautiful three.tier 
wedding cake. The cake was made 
by the bride's mother and decor. 
ated by Mrs. Robert (Ruth) Irvine. 
During the course of the evening 
the happy couple cut their wed- 
ding cake using the bride's grand. 
father's heirloom sword. 
Norbert Cote was a capable 
master of ceremonies. Len On" 
proposed the toast to the bride, 
which was responded to by the 
groom. Constable Bull proposed 
the toast to the bride's attendants. 
A number of telegrams of congra- 
tulation were read. 
During the evening a delicious 
buffet supper was served and pic- 
tures were taken. 
For her going-away costume, the 
bride chose a smart three-piece 
cream knit suit trimmed with avo- 
cado green. She wore matching ac- 
cessories. 
Mr. and Mrs. Hallsor will take 
up residence at 2912A Sparks St. 
The groom is local public health 
inspector and the bride is in the 
employ of Murdock Robertson, 
barrister and solicitor. 
Out-of-town guests at the wed- 
ding included: Dr. and Mrs. Ellis 
Hallsor and Dr. and Mrs. John Mc- 
Lean of Burnaby; Mr. and Mrs. 
Stuart Crawford and daughter 
Marilyn and Sherry of Uclulet; 
Mr. and Mrs. Nerbert Cote, Mr. 
and Mrs. R. Farmer and Mr. and 
Mrs. Peter Bell of Prince Rupert; 
Peter Hinchllffe of Smithers; Mr. 
and Mrs. Adam Doorman and fam- 
ily and Mr. and-M~s. Derek Look- 
er of Kitimat; Mr. and Mrs. Roger 
Vinnedge of Kltwanga, Robin Mc- 
Coll of Cedarvaie and David Gaunt 
of Victoria, l 
Chartered Accountants 
Resident Partner, ALAN M. McAI.PINE, CA.  
Phone VI 3-5483 
PRINCE RUPERT TIEIULACE 
325 Fourth Ave. East 4644 LaNIb Ave. 
Tel: 624-3973 Tel: Vl 3-5675 
eU 
Stock No. Model 
G1A--'60 Olde 88 Holidey 
Scenic Tudor Hardtop 
PRICE $1095.00 
T3~,--'57 Monarch 
PE1CE $695.G0 
60A.--'62 Chevy li 
SAZ~ PRICE $1395.00 
84A--.'65 Ford Custom, V8, 
radio 
S'A~E 'PRIC~ $3295.OO 
148A--'60 Ford Sedan 
~] . ,  new motor 
PRICE $795.e0 
193A---'62 Rambler Sedan, auto. 
SALE PRICE $14S0.00 
Stock No. Model 
FA3B--'59 Consul 4-door 
SALE PRICE $125.00 
C35---'59 Ford W!gon 
SALE PRICE $995.00 
67A.~'59 Rambler 
S .A'T,E PRICE $325.00 
86B--'60 Ford Wagon 
V8, rad io  
SALE PRICE $1295.OO 
149B--'61 Volks Karman Ghis 
SALE PRICE $950.00 
68/,1--'57 Cadillac 
full power 
SA[~ ~ $975.00 
Stock No. Model 
G13B--'60 Chevrolet Sedan 
6cyl, automatic 
SALE PRICtE $1095.OO 
46A--'63 Volkswagen 1500 
SALE PRICE $1895.00 
~A--'63 Econoline 
SALE PRICE $1470.00 
90B--'55 Mercury Sedan 
*SALE PRICE $250.00 
168A.--'59 Ford Sedan 
SALE PRICE $695.OO 
133A---'58 Chev Sedan 
PRICE $695.OO 
USED TRUCK SALE 
37A--'63 Ford ~ Ton 
'SALE PRICE $1395.00 
136A--'42 Chevrolet ~ Ton 
SALE PRIC~ $13S0.OO 
90A---'64 GMC ~ Ton 
SALE PRICE $1775.00 
"Fr~'64 IHC ~ Ton 
SAL~ P~CE $119S.00 
101A--'62 Chev ~ Ton 
SALE .PRICE $1295.00 
119A---'58 Chev ~ Ton 
SALE PKICE $695.00 
y more  good Used OK Cars and Trucks To Choose From 
We Aave a good selection of New Cars and Trucks 
KER' 
PAJ~KER'S Since 1923 ~ The Name Is Your Guarantee7 
Phone Yl 3-2801 TERRACE PitlNCE RUPERT - 
Three Salesmen To Serve You. 
KITIMAT Phone Yl 3-2801 
P~aqe Eight . . . . . . .  fERR~CE 
Classif ied 
DEADLINE: Tuesday 5 P.M. 
RATE: 5c per ward, minimum 
25 words. 
TERMS: Cash in advance. No 
telephone ads accepted. 
DISPLAY CLASSIFIED RATE~ 
ON REQUEST. 
® REAL ESTATE 
ATTI~ACTIVE 3 bedroom home, 
centrally located with basement. 
For more information Phone V~ 
3-5340. i)35 
THE UNDECLARED WAR 
EVERY NEWS media eontin. 
ues to gfind out the horrify- 
ing accident oll on our High. 
ways. It impresses us who are 
in the Insurance business, 
but WHEN is this truly na- 
tional catastrophe going to 
impress the drivihg public? 
Til ls IS a great undeclared 
war. The casualty lists are 
clear enough evidence of 
that. 
WHEN will our NATIONAL 
CONSCIENCE be aroused? 
FOR ALL  your Insurance needs, 
see THORNHILL  ,REALTY 
LTD. V~3-5655 or evenings 
and week ends phone VI3- 
5181. 
WOULD LIKE TO lease approxi-i 
mately 10 acres of land, with op- 
tion to buy outside municipality 
for stock car track for Positraes. 
Contact Ron Forshner at VI3. 
5705. ctf 
• WANTED TO RENT 
ONE BEDROOM apt. or suite re. 
quired by April 1, for working 
couple being transferred to .Ter- 
race. Phone day VI3-6310, eve- 
nings VI 3-2141. c34 
TWO OR THREE bedroom house, 
located close in. By July 1, or 
before. Phone V13.6205 after 1 
p.m. p36 
TWO BEDROOM house, for a cou- 
ple with no children. Contact 
personnel office at Columbia 
Cellulose, VI3-2222, local 49. 
c34 
CABIN WITH chimney, light and 
water by 66 year old man, non- 
smoker, non-drinker; in area 
eight to ten blocks from old 
police station. Phone VI3-5518 
after 6 p.m. p34 
• SALVAGE 
COLLISION damaged 1962 Falcon. 
Can be seen at Skeena Auto 
Metal, Terrace. Submit offers to 
E. P. Kuefler, General Delivery 
Kitimat. p34 
• HELP WANTED 
RELIAI~LE WOb~AN or man to 
look after partially paralyzed 
man I or 2 days a week. Should 
have some nursing experience 
and must be able to give Dem- 
erol needles. Write Mrs. C. Me- 
Kay, Box 1479, Lakelse Hot 
Springs, Cabin 40. p34 
SALES CAREER. This is a per. 
manent position and offers one 
of the highest annual incomes 
in any field. We are in a well- 
known organization specializing 
in the savings and investment 
field. Previous investment or 
sales experience not necessary 
as complete training with con- 
tinued assistance provided. Gen- 
erous advances and commissions. 
Managerial ability recognized 
by early advancement. Write 
Mrs. Collins, BOx 428 Kitimat. ct~ 
• NOTICE 
J. M. VEENHUIZEN dental me- 
chanic wishes to announce that 
his office is now located at 
4436 Lakelse Avenue. "e34 
To Whom It May Concern: 
I W'I~L no longer be held respon- 
sible for any debts incurred in 
my name by anyone other than 
myself. 
George Malmgren p34 
• BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
MEN OR WOMEN - -  up to $100 
per week part time. Work near 
your home, set your own hours. 
Training provided. D i g n tried 
work. Can lead to full time car- 
eer if desired. Write Advertiser 
Box 328, Terrace Herald. p39 
TfHREE TANDEM dumps for sale 
with contract work. To one or 
more owner operators. Some 
"~ cash or credit required with de- 
tails to be worked out on ap- 
plication. Write Box 1007 or 
phone Kitimat 1996. c3S 
OWN YOUR OWN BUSINESS IN 
TERRACE OR OTHER AREAS 
~e 
KING KOIN car wash. See the best 
before you invest. Here's the 
break-through in Coin.Op ear 
wash. ,Heavy duty chain driven. 
Pumps 340 RPM. Wash anal. 
rinse. See it - -  use it. Land re: 
quirements 4 bay - -  90' x 10{), 
2 bay - -  40' x 100. Deposit re- 
quired $2,000. No triflers please 
,I~NG KOIN 
NAME . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
A, DDRESS 
PHONE No . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
For  further d~tails and informa- 
tion, wire, phone or write Koin 
Laundry Sales Ltd., 6142 BeT- 
wick Street, South Burnaby, B£. 
Phone No. 431-2818. c34 
• rmstr D.O's-Cer.er . . .  
Contact us for your 
INSURANCE G REAL ESTATE NEEDS 
SPECIALS THIS WEEK: 
FIVE ACRES on Halliwell, with good well and garage. Full price 
$6,OO0. 
TIRED OF PAYING RENT? Try this: two.bedroom brand new 
duplex, o~mer must sell. All for $20,500, rent pays payments. 
You could not construct for this pricel 
LIVE IN THE COUNTRY on a paved road in this immaculate 
two-bedroom beautifully finished home--drapes, imgs and 
stove all go with this. Landscaping out c~ this world. All  for 
$14,700, easy terms. 
q'IEED OF COLLECT/N~ YOUR OWN .RENT? 
LET US HANDLE ALL YOUR PROBLEM& 
Armst rong  Agenc ies  (Terrace) Ltd .  
• Day Phones ............ VI 3-6722 or VI 3-5582 
Evening Phones .. . .  V1~-5668 or VI 3-2819 
"Businessman: Are you worried about whether I can meet 
my note next month? 
Banker: Yes, I am. 
Businessman: Good, thaws what I pay you 6 per cent ForJ' 
• COLUMBIA co". HERALD T,F.~.RACE BRITISH 
• CARS, TRUCKS, TRAILEU~ ',, FOR RENT 
8 FT. X 41 FT. two bedroom house NEW .FULLY furnished bachelor] 
trailer. Fully furnished, clean suite~ above Lazelle Shopping 
1 throughout, Excellent condition. Cenbre; $150 per month. Phone Ph. VI 3-2803. Financing avail- VI 3-2287. ct/ able : p34 ROOM IN private home for man. Spring Clean Up Sale Phone VI3-~79. • stl 
NO TRADESI . . . .  
t958 Pontiac Station wagon, 6 ~y,~l. COMPLETELY furnished bed sit -~ 
standard . . . . . . . . . . .  $ -z~ ring room also one room avail- 
1958 Ford Sedan, 6 eyl. stand, able. Osborne Guest House, c~ 
and . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 400 VI 3-217L 
1960 ¢hev. pickup, 6 eyl. stand- SINGLE or double sleeping rooms 
ard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 200 with.kitchen facilities; Also, self. 
1962 Volkswagen . . . . . . . .  $ 600 contained furnished apartments. 
1957 Austin . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 500 Phone YI3-6658. et[ 
1957 Chev . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 76  
1958 Olds, H.T., V-8 automatic, GATEWAY COURT ~ One & two 
full power . . . . . . . . . .  $ 350 bedroom furnished suites. Hea- 
l957 Ford, V-8 auto-marie $ 200 "sonable summer and winter 
1949. 1951 and '52 Ford, Dodge MONTHLY rates. Ph. VI 3.5405 
pickups all three for $ 300 
1953 Ford, V-8 automatic . $ 100 
lm Chev one owner, S2,000 art. KEYSTONE 
ginal miles . . . . . . . . .  $ 400 
1955 Buick . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 100 COURT 
Complete selection of 1956, 1957, APARTMENTS 
1959, 1960 makes and models 
and reduced to clear, inven. Terrace 
tory, 1 year ~M Warran,ty 
given with each unit sold. Featuring 66 Modern Suites 
1966 Spitfire, 3,800 miles . $1,700 and 
1965 @MC ~-ton red and Heated Covered Swimming 
white . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $2,300 Pool 
1965 GMC crew cab, V.8, 4 speed 
H:D. $3,000 Phone: Vl 3.5224 after 6:00 p.m. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  between 8 a.m. end 6 p.m. 1964 GMC, 4 x 4 pickup, H.D. 
throughout . . . . . . . . .  $3,300 Vl 3~381 ctf 
• wo 1964 CheveUes one 4 door ONE BEDROOM SUITE 
and 2 door V-8 auto- Available Immediately 
matte . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $2,300 
1964 Tnternational 9~-ton I4WB TRAK~R SPACE, close in to all 
H~., 4 speed . . . . . . .  $2,300 conveniences, no dogs. Phone VI 
1964 Corvair, 4 door, 4 3-5350. ctf 
speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1,700 OI~-BEDROOM s e rot-furnished 
1964 they., 4 door sedan, 6 cyl., suites with hot and cold water, 
standard . . . . . . . . . . .  $2,000 propane heat. Suitable for small 
1963 they, V-8 standard trans., families. 4456 Lakelse Ave, Tar. 
4 door sedan . . . . . . .  $2,000 race. Call VI3-24~. eft 
1962 Consul Capri, 4 spe~d, one 
owner . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1,200 WILL GIVE room to carpenter in l 
1962 Buick, 4 door sedan, loaded, exchange for part-time work in  
one owner . . . . . . . . .  $2,000 home. Phone VI 3.6879. 
1962 Chev., 4 door sedan, one Would the person who phoned 
owner . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1,800 about the above ad re a earpen. 
1961 Ford pickup Fleetside ter, please eaH back at VI 3-6879. 
box . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1,000 s34 
1960 Envoy station wagon, well 
kept and c lean '  . . . . .  $ 700 OSBORNE'S GUEST HOUSE 
1960 Pontiacs and Chevs, sedans, Comfortable rooms in quiet, re-~ 
station wagons and pickups sidential area. 2812 Hall St., V I  
from $200 to $1 ,500 .  ~ 3 " 2 1 7 1 "  cff 
REUM MOTORS LTD. 
your biggest and best GM dealer 
in the Pacific Northwest. Rentals 
Phone Herb, Bush or A~nie at 
VI 3-5905 
Garden fillers - -  cement mixer 1964 VOLKSWAGEN in A-1 condi- 
tion, very low mileage. For in- - -  power saws ~ pumps - -  
formation on financing call VI 3 
2088 in the evenings, p.35 lighting plants - -  garden trae. 
1957 DODGE pickup, $100.00. Ph. tar and harrows - -  hand tools. 
Vl 3-5256. p.34 i
REYNOLDS ELECTRIC 
'19~1 PONTIAC station wagon, V-8 2903 South Kalum ~ Terrace 
fully automatic, power steering, ctf 
Se.lf adjusting brakes, under 
coating, radio, air shoeRs. New ONE BEDROOM aemi-furnished~ 
tires. Reasonable. Phone VI3- house. Phone VI3-,~88. p34 
5340. p35 
SUITES FOR two bachelors, share 
1963 MORRIS 110~ in A.1 eondi, cooking' facilities. Fridge and: 
tion. Phone VI 3-5062 after 6 electric stove available. Oil heat. 
p.m. p34 Phone V~I 3.6131. • c34 
1964 DODGE sedan. Phone Ter. TRAVEL TRAILER now at winter 
race and District Credit Union! rates from Hoeft's Rentals, 480- 
at VI 3.5701. c~t 3rd Avenue, Prince George, B.C. 
WE WILL take anything of value, I)38 
as part or down payment, on a 
a car or truck. Phone VI3.2801. • b41$¢ELtJtNE0U$ 
1956 METIg0R station wagon. $250 
Phone VI3-2603. c .  FOE PIANO TUNING 
CONTACT Robert Spears, Phone 
VI 3.6685. ctf 
• WANTED 
SUBURBAN BUII2)ING Products 
Ltd. S.S. No. 1, 1112 Sanderson 
ACREAGE WANTED. Unimproved Rd., (rear Startime Drive in) Pr. 
and remote lots purchased. Send George, B.C. Buy and build the 
exact location and price to D. outstanding "Suburban" only 
F. biullin, Box 156, Toron~p3 ~ ~,700.00 (reduced by $80.). Win 
Ontario. a trip to the Caribbean!ll For 
free catalogue and wholesale 
e WORK WANTED ,price list write or ,phone 564. 
5168. et~ 
RELIABLE GIRL available for ROOF LEAKING? Needing repairs? 
babysitting after school and on Do it yourself with "Zone" a pro. 
Friday or Saturday evenings. Ph. duct of Southwestern Petrole- 
Shelley, YI 3-9718. stf urns. Sold in 150 countries guar. 
anteed for eight years. Phone 
E~L~ERIENCED typist will do typ- your Zone representative E. L. 
ing in own home. Please phone Polding at VI 3-6833 5r VI 3-5516 
"VI3-6877. I)34 after 6 p.m. elf 
C~K,D CAI~ in my home, Satur- MOBILE HOME MOVING. Locai 
day or part time. References and long distance hauling. Phone 
gvallable. Call VI 3-66~. i)34 Fagan, VI 3-6463. 
~ C F A )  arena.receptionist BUY AND BUILD the outstanding 
with calculators, bookkeeping Suburban Homes for as low as 
machines, manual and eleclrie $3,780.00. For the 1964 catalogue 
typewriters, photocopy and ad- and information write to Subur- 
dresso~raph machines, book. ban Building Products Ltd., S.S. 
keeping to month end. Written No. 1, Sanderson Road, Prince 
reference supplied. Phone V~3- George, B.C., or phone LOgan 
2962: p3,1 4-6300. eft 
Wednesda~ 
• FOR SALE 
KID PONIES and saddle h, 
16 to choose from. Buy witL 
fidenee from .the man who 
ed horses. On highway 16 
miles west of South .Haz 
Dewey Cummins, Box 68, : 
Hazetton. 
VERY REASONABLE and in 
good order, candy, cigumtt( 
coffee vending machines. 
tact the manager at Te 
Coin.O-Matte. 
FOR LAPIDARY jewellery r
VI 3-6879. I------ 
For prompt efficient ser~ 
NORTHERN RUBBEK ST,~ 
Will pick up and deliver. (
tact Tess Brousseau. Ph 
VI3-6879, or leave at 
"Herald" office down@air 
19,900 FEEl" OF economy 
utility lumber, $900. Phone 
6879. 
BIRCH AND JACKPINE f~ 
cut any length to order. 
VI 3-6879. 
USED GOODS SPECIALS 
OF THE WEEKI 
Speed Queen Automatic wash 
machine, fully re.conditione( 
one year guarantee $179.95 
Used P~aff automatic zigzag e 
ing machine in cabinet $69.9 
One.year.old Numen straight., 
ing machine - -  works like 
charm ~ looks like new $39 
1985 Refrigerator, used only th 
.months, looks and warks lik 
brand new, counter top 
size $109.95. 
1964 Tappan Guruey 30" rat 
sparkling chrome oven, auto 
tie clock $179.95. 
Used electric range 24", $99. 
Repossessed 23" Phillips TV $ 
left to pay. 
Several used Ashley heaters a~ 
able used mantle radio $12. 
Very attractive Silvertone H 
small size, suiT~ible for ap 
ment or trailer. Come in 
see it $79.95. 
We need your old washer m 
in and trade us this wee 
See our flyer. 
COIA)SPOT 18 cu. ft. deep frees 
in good condition. For furthe 
information call VI3.2688 i] 
the evenings, p31 
O I -mSTE~ suite. Best 
takes it. Phone VI 3-6023. c~ 
PROPA~E "Server' refrigerate 
$150; 1953 Ford, good powe: 
train, good for parts, also 195: 
GMC pickup $50. May be sees 
at corner of Spar.ira and Olson 
Phone VI 3-2132. n~ 
• HELP WANTED--Female 
I~MALE HELP wanted to work i, 
dry cleaning plant. Phone VI2 
5009. ct 
EXCITING OPPORTUNITY 
Challenging position is avail. 
able for a well.spoken intel. 
ligent young woman to learn 
our business. She must enjoy 
dealing with the public and 
must have typing experlencG; 
Excellent starting salary. Full! 
employee benefits. Phone VI! 
3.6310 and ask for Mr. Zabro.l 
ski to arrange an appoint.i 
ment. 
LARGE R~TAIL store re, 
two women for part-time 
top wages and working , 
gReplytions, i  own handwz 
statin age, education and 
tsl status to Advertiser, 
331, Terrace Herald. 
WAITRESS, experienced, for 
time work on weekend eve] 
Apply in person to I~ 
Hotel Coffee Shop. 
WOMAN TO work in local 
store, bookkeeping 'exp~ 
necessary. Terrace Photo I 
Ltd. 
CALL TODAY! 
Start Earning Tomorrow! 
AVON 
Write, Advertiser, Box 306, 
race Herald, Terrace, B.C. 
March 16. 1966 
CGMING EVENTS 
~-RRACE AND District 
Union 21st annual meeting 
March 29, 7:00 p.m. Gim's Res- 
taurant Banquet Room. Dinner 
$I.00 per person. Bus~ness meet. 
ing at 8:30 p.m, ctf 
TERRACE "Omineca" HER,41_ 
• MORTGAGES 
BRITL_SH MORTGAGES LTD. buys 
Agreements for Sale and existing 
Mortgages, including out of 
town: write 300-5600 Dalhousie 
Road, Vancouver 8, eft 
MORTGAGE MONEY for new eon- 
~.gPITAL AUI~LIARY annual, struction AVAILABLE. Write to 
ball - -  Frisco Frolics - -  Friday, I Suburban Building Products Ltd. 
May 6 at Community Centre.[ S.S. No. I, Box 38, .Prince 
Highlight of the evening ts a J George, B.C. etf 
floor show - -  music by Esquires J 
and dinner serveii. Tickets Tel. 
per person. Make your reserva- 
tions now by phoning Helen 
Lloyd Vt 3-2097. Tickets must be 
picked up and paid for by April 
22. ~41 
Y, ~ H  18, 8:.15 p.m. 
,Birthday Party," 3.aet 
drama by the Terrace Little 
Theatre Association. T e r r a e e 
Community Centre. Admission 
adults $1.~0, students 75e. A 
coffee party for all patrons will 
follow the production, c34 
()~/L'E. I wish to announee to 
members of the Terrace Soccer 
Club and all interested parties 
that the annual meeting will be 
held April 3, 2:30 p.m. in the 
Lakelse Hotel sample room. 
Everyone interested is urged to 
attend. Waldesnar Penner cS6 
NEW DEMOCRATIC PARTY 
A ~  
~I)P SKEENA provinc|al c~Sffstitu. 
envy general meeting Saturday, 
April 2, in Terrace. 
,iscussion . planning and p01icy 
at NDP club rooms commences 
at 1 p.m., finishes at 5 p.m. 
~cial hour: banquet and dance 
commencing at 7 p.m. 
~he inauguration of the Terrace 
N,I)P Youth Group (first in B.C.) 
followed b~ a guest speaker. 
Tickets now on sale. ~_ay he ob- 
ained from any member of the 
Terrace NDP club• Banquet and 
dance at Lakelse Hotel. 
Workshop / discussion group at 
NDP club rooms Monday, March 
21 at 8 p.m., topic for discussion: 
"Automation•" All Welcome. 
Join your NDP tlub, the group 
that gets things done. 
DR. PROCTOR "will be in Terrace, 
Fr~ay, March 25, 19S6. c34 
PLAN TO attend Ten'ace's first 
annual Music Festival which 
will be held from March 23 to 
26 inclusive. For further infer. 
mation phone VI3-5785 or VI3. 
5786. cB4 
• MACHINERY 
B-V 1O0 SKAGIT yarder with 165 
Cummins deisel complete with 
Gearmatic; new sleigh, corn. 
pletely rigged ready to go; 
terms arranged. Phone VI3. 
2234. etf 
• INFORMATION WANTED 
B~ITISH COi_UMI~IA 
• tk U 
vmP++~'rJmm~ OF .t,M~S 
1~mnsrs, ~ WATmR 
WA'JL~R I t~$O~ " 
11MBER ,~O, LE X-98187 
Sealed tendere will be re~elved 
by the District Forester at Prince 
Rupert, ~JC., not later than 11:00 
a.m. on the 12th day of April, 1966 
tar the pul'ch~e of Licence X- 
98187, .to out 611,0~n ' cubic feet of 
Hemlock, Cedar, Balsam, Spruce 
and Other Spedes ~awlogs, onan  
• PERSONAL area situated on D~purtment of 
Tramport's Beam Station .Road, 9 
miles South of Ter~ee. C.R.S. 
AVOID that 'bay window' look - -  ~'our (4) years will be allowed 
wear a Futuro Abdominal Brace for removal of timber. 
for nupport of strained or sag. As this area ~s with ~he Skeena 
ging muscles. You will feel bet. P~.Y.U. which is fully committed, 
ter and look better. 3 sizes. ~.95 this sale will be awarded under 
at Terrace Drugs. the provisions of section 17 (la) 
of the Forest Act, which gives the 
timber-sale applicant certain prt. 
• CARD Of THANKS vllegee. 
Further particulars may be ob- 
tained ~rom the District Forester, 
T~OU~H ~ media of your Prince ,Rupert, B.C., or the Forest 
newspaper I would like to ex- Ranger, Terrace, B.C. e36 
press my sincere thanks to the 
Kinsmen Cluh in this district for DEPARTMENT OF LANDS, 
assisting me in purchasing ape- FORESTS, AND WATER 
eial shoes for my daughter, RESOURCES 
Cindy. Mrs. Don Holt Deane TIMBER SALE X-98211 
(Nee Dolly) p34 Sealed tenders will be received 
[by the District Forester at Prince 
[ R~ upert, B.C., not later than U:00 
• HELP WANTED.--Male Ion the 12th day of April, 1966, 
for the purchase of ,Licence X- 
98211, to cut 548,000 cubic, feet of 
FOR NEW machine shop in Prince Hemlock, Cedar, Spruce, Balsam, 
George. Macli1"nists, welders, ~it. Cottonwood and Other Species 
ters H~D. mechanics, journey. 
men only - -  union shop, day 
nite shift. Apply Galbraith 
Sulley Ltd., IX)4-2431, c36 
• WANTED TO BUY 
CASH FOR SCRAPS copper, brass, 
lead, aluminum, radiators; we 
salvage your waste. O.K. Used 
Goods, Terrace, B.C. Phone VI 
3-5316. 1)34 
TWO OR TI-HtEE bedroom home 
Using 1964 Fairiar/e 500 as part 
or full down payment Phone 
VI 3.5~96. ctf 
• LEGAL 
ILWITA'I~ION TO I~ID 
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS 
Sealed tenders endorsed "Ten. 
der for E. T. Keuney Primary 
School" will be received by Mr. E. 
Wells, Seeretary-Treasurer, School 
District No. 53, P.O. Box 1238, Ter- 
race, B.C. up to 4:00 p.m. local 
time, F r i d a y 1 April, 1966 
Plans, specifications and form of 
tender may be obtained from 
the architects on or after 10 
March, 1966. General contractors 
may obtain one act only on de. 
posit of $50 which will be refund- 
ed upon receipt of a bona fide bid 
and the return of documents in 
good condition within 10 days ~ter 
tenders close. Additional sets may 
b er 'P?e~h apeden.~tefaun~S.~le~! ~ :  
ments will be available for inspec. 
tion at the usual locations in Van- 
couver, Prince George and at the 
School Board Office. 
M, ISSIONA~Y BAPTIST mission. 
ary desires to establish a mis. 
sion point in this area with a 
view ~o establishing a new .testa. 
ment church. Our belief is that 
all men are ~inners and stand 
in need of a saviour. God pro- 
vided the saviour when His son of Thirt-five Th . . . . . .  a r~u~,, 
• .ted on Calvarys cross. In • . +~Chri~+'+ . . . . . . .  • --.~ . . . . . . . .  I ($35,000.00) which will be forfeated 
.~l+i,~ L~I.OIIWI,I,IIggJI. I IAA I I I+L I~"  ,L-J,~ ~J£"  i • ...;.~.~ U;o ~..--~. ,. . . . . . .  ~_ J f the party tendermg fails to en- 
l~m+' I#a+e.A &&|O l , ; I IMJ l ,  l J l l p  l l l~  ~+' IV l~ . [ '~|~i  J *e" ;-'^ - -~-#---+ ...k^- .^...^.+ 
_ i~__  L J 3 £ [  i i £ £ l lb~P a I , ; l J i l i l i l l l~ i  WI I l I i / /  l~t lU I l~ l l l , "  church tWO oramanoes, ine • . +Lord's +u . . . . . .  a ++.~,., .... ,led, The successful tenderer will 
hnnii~m, l i+ff+~,~+.i~'~i+~ Jbe required ,to post a 60 per +en.t 
--,I~ • ~ l~ %,+l l i l i l l iO i~ J i l l~£  J~] J  ;~ i • _-+c__'-'c" __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  performance bond wxthin ten (10) CllUl'Cll ~'omllll i.Ulll l~ mere lo J a,,,,n ~#i...,,...a ^e .^.,. . - ,  
preach the gospel to all nations "":° "~"  " ' ' "  v, ~-,+~..+, 
and telling them He would be[ The Prince George Bid Depoai- 
with them down to the end of J tory System will be used as apeci- 
this age. We believe the true]tied for the receipt of bids from 
church has come down through lLaminated Timber, Masonry, Roaf- 
the ages and can be identified, ]ing, Glazing, Millwork, Resilient 
by its doctrines, practises and J Floorlng, Ceramic Tile, Painting 
historical records. True baptists[and Decorabing, Plumbing, and El. 
stand separate from all churches eetrieal/Mechanical trades. Trade 
founded this side of Christ's tenders will be received by ~he 
ministry..If interested and de- Depository up to 4'00 p.m. local 
sire more 'information please time Tuesday, 5 Ap~tl, 1966 
write elder A. G. Asplnall, R.R. 
1, Quesnel, B.C. p36 
$100 REWARD 
)r information leading to arrest 
and conviction of person or per- 
sons damaging aerial on red and 
white 1962 Pontiac. Damage be- 
lieved to have occurred Friday 
evening March 11 on Kalum St. 
or at Community Centre. Con- 
tact Western Motor Association 
representative B. H. Bristol VI3 
5652 or IN) Box 606, Terrace. 
ctt 
Tenders must be accompanied 
by a Bid Deposit Bond drawn in 
favor of the owner in the amount 
Tenders containing escalator or 
other qualifying clauses will not 
necessarily be accepted. 
Brigga Greenwell Associates 
Architects 
1591 Fourth Avenue 
Prince George, B.C. 
Foi: 
Mr. E. Wells 
Secretary.Treasurer 
School District No• 
Terrace, B.C. 
Sawlogs, on an area s~tuated vieln. 
ity of lot 5147, 2 miles East of 
Lakelse River, 8 mile8 Northwest 
of Lakelse Lake C.R. 5. 
Two (2) years will be allowed for 
removal of timber. 
As this area is within the Skeena 
.P.S.Y.U., which is fully commit. 
ted, this sale will be awarded 
under the provisions of section 17 
(la) of the Forest Act, which gives 
the timber sale applicant certain 
privileges. 
Further particulars may be o [of the Order of the Royal Purple, 
tained from the District Forester, j it was announced here this week. 
Prince Rupert, B.C., or the Forest The $200 is the amount realized 
Ranger, Terrace, B.C. c36 in a recent Talent and Variety 
SHERIFF'S SALE 
Under and by virtue of a War- 
rant of-Execution to me directed 
and delivered against the goods 
and chattels of Bertrand Beaulieu 
at a suit of W. H. Malkin Ltd., I 
have seized and will sell by public 
auction at Sou~ Kalum Grocery 
Store, Terrace, B.C., on Friday the 
18th day of March at the hour of 
1:30 o'clock in the afternoon, all 
the right title and interest of the 
defendant in the following to sat- 
isfy the judgment debt and cos~ 
herein: 
1--"Remington Rand Adding 
machine. 
1--"National" C a s h register 
(electric). 
1--"Defiance" Counter scale, 0 
to 24 lbs. 
1--Sleeping cot, chrome. 
1--Extension ladder, Dual Elec. 
lamps, elec. drill, other misc. 
1--Large display case, other dis- 
play islands and racks. 
1--Counter for front end. 
1--Portable typewriter "Web- 
ster" (And possibly a Coke 
cooler). 
I will also sell other items which 
are not associated with this action 
and which have previously been 
advertised but not sold. Come and 
see. 
Terms of sale - -  Cash plus S,S. i 
Tax. J 
Dated at Prince Rupert this 10th 
day of March 1966. 
EARL J. DEAN, Sheriff, 
• County of Prince Rupert 
e34 
• There 
is 
Pro f i t  
NIP~ 
in 
a 
Hera ld  
Classi f ied 
Ad  I 
• Ph. V l  3-6357 l I 
~'~~~~=~, I 
THREE HARD-WORKING elementary students happily 
turned over a cheque in the amount of $508.88 to the 
Terrace Arena Association this week. The youngsters (left 
to right) Cheryl Lennan, Tom May and Leslie Campbell, 
all grade seven students at Ca ssie Hall school, were top 
salesmen in a raffle held in affiliation with the school's 
annual carnival last month. The cheque included proceeds 
from the raffle as well as other features of the carnival. 
Cassie Hall students agreed unanimously to turn proceeds 
over to the Terrace Arena Association when they met for a 
carnival planning session. Said Leslie Campbell, "We all 
want an ice arena here and decided to do something con- 
structive about it." (staff photo) 
i 
Talent Show Nets $200 For Arena Fund 
A cheque in the amount of $200 all who attended the performance 
will be forwarded to the Terrace for helping to provide an enjoy. 
Arena Association from the ladies able evening of entertainment as 
Show sponsored by the Terrace 
branch OOltP. 
Prizes at the Talent Show were 
awarded +to Gigi aqd Gogo, The 
Clown (Ist prize) Terrace; Mar. 
garet Blaikie and Cberi Coulter 
(2nd prize) Kitimat; Laurie Thain 
(3rd prize), Terrace; Mr. T. Hel 
kenberg, (4th prize), Smithers; 
and Sandra and Donna Jean 
Schooley, (5th prize), Kitimat. 
Lieutenant Tennant of the Ter- 
race Satvation Army said this 
week that first prize winners in 
the Talent Show, Gigi and Gogo, 
have donated their prize to the 
Salvation Army. 
The ~OItP issued a public 
thank you to contestants and to 
well as a donation to the Terrace 
Arena Association. 
LAFF-LINE 
Mrs. Brown was complaining to 
the doctor that the bill was too 
lwigh. 
"Don't forget," he reminded 
her, "that I made 11 visits to your 
home when your son had the 
measles." 
"And don't you forget," she 
countered, "that he infected the 
whole school." 
LAF~.LINE 
First wife'. "How do you always 
manage to get money out of your 
husband?' 
Second wife: "I just tell him 
I'm going home to mother and he 
hands me the train fare." 
SUBSCRIBE 
TO THE HERALD 
CLIP AND MAIL  THIS COUPOH TODAY! 
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TWO TIME WINNER in the field of science displays is 
Terrace's Norrna Kerby, 16. Norrna placed first in the 
recent Terrace Science Fair and then went on to the 
Prince Rupert Science Fair where she also took first prize. 
She is now eligible to enter the Provincial Science Fair and 
her zone prize gives her an expense free trip to Vancou- 
ver to participate. Columbia Cellulose sponsors the annual 
free trip award for the Northern section of B.C. 
(staff photo) 
YOU CAN BE PART OWNER IN 120 
FINE SECURITIES FOR AS LITTLE 
AS $500.00 OR $15.00 PER MONTH 
THROUGH CANADA'S LARGEST 
MUTUAL FUND 
• TAX FREE CAPITAL GAIN 
• CAMPLETE LIQUIDITY AT ALL TIMES 
• PROFESSIONAL INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT 
• FIRST CLAS~ qOLLATERAL FOR LOANS 
SAMPLE INCOME ACCOUNT 
$7,500 invested in March. 1950, .has paid out $50.00 monthly 
. . . a total of $8,600 and is still worth $17,123 today. 
SAMPLE ACCOUNT 
March 2, 1950 Original Investment .......................... $10,000.00 
Quarterly dividends continuously re-invested ........ $11,769.00 
RESULTS: December 31, 1964 .................................. $45,301.84 
See your INVESTORS MUTUAL representative 
soon and learn how you too can share in 
Canada's growth and prosperity. 
Norms 
Wins 
Trip 
.First prize at the Prince 
I~upert second annual Science 
Fair, held last Saturday went 
to Norma Kerby of Terrace 
for her two-year project on 
hybridization. 
Norms, who won first prize in 
the Terrace Science Fair the pre- 
vious week, will receive an all- 
expenses paid trip to the B.C. 
Youth Science Fair in Vancouver. 
The award is sponsored by Colum- 
bia Cellulose. 
Second prize went to Blair John- 
stone of Booth Memorial School 
in Prince Rupert for a two-year 
project on fruit-flies, Drosophila. 
Third prize went to Vivian Tanaka 
of Prince Rupert Senior Second- 
a ry ' fo r  her project on Hydra. 
Vivian was last year's first-prize 
winner. ! 
Two Terrace students won sec- 
ond prize in the intermediate cote. 
gory. Marsha Carlson and Patti 
Sande of Clarence Michiel, won 
the award for their project on. 
color. This project was also award- 
ed second prize at the Terrace 
Science Fair. 
The Rupert Fair, which attract- 
BRITISH COLUMBIA March 
Theatre Group Tries 
For Festival Finances 
Terrace Little Theatre Association continues this wee 
in an all out effort to raise enough funds for the financin 
of a trip to Vancouver for its Dominion Drama Festival entrl 
"The Birthday Party." 
The enterprising roup held a ) either t 
i community Bingo game last week, leaving them at the Communil 
a bakesale on Friday and a tag 
day on Saturday. Combined pro- 
ceeds netted them $545.00. 
This is still far short of the 
amount required to provide tra. 
veiling expenses for the 12-man 
drama troupe. A spokesman for 
Terrace Little Theatre Assooia. 
tion said this week that high hopes 
have been pinned on p repeat per- 
formance of the play, "The Birth. 
day Party," ~lated for Friday, 
March 18 in the Community Cen- 
tre. The production will feature 
the original cast, all of whom will 
travel to Vancouver for the pre. 
liminaries in a bid for a place in 
the Dominion Drama Festival to 
be held in Victoria. 
"The Birthday Party" was the 
only entry in B.C. selected from 
an area other than Vancouver-Vic- 
toria.Lower Mainland. Adjudica- 
tor Gwen Pharis Ringwood made 
her selection after judging the 
play here in January. 
Last major fund raising effort 
by the theatre group will be held 
on Saturday, March 19 when a 
giant rummage sale will be held 
in the Terrace Community Centre, 
from 1 to 4 9.m. 
Anyone wishing to donate items 
Six Die In 
P VA Mishap 
i Six people died Thursday, March 
10, when a Pacific Western Air- 
l ines Grumman Goose crashed 
i near Reef Island on the American 
s ide of Portland Canal, enroute 
from Stewart o Prince Rupert. 
The aircraft is believed to have 
sheared a wing on a tree at the 
end of the island and crashed into 
the sea. Pilot Roy Berryman of 
Port Edward, escaped with cuts 
and bruises. Apparently he was 
thrown from the cockpit and man- 
aged to swim ashore. 
Two Stewart school teachers 
Miss Margaret Boyes, 25, and Miss 
Marjorie Daubcny, 23, on their 
way to the Northcoast Teachers' 
Convention in Prince Rupert, were 
among the victims. Others were: 
Mrs. John Hecimovic, 27, and her 
two daughters, Beth Marie, 5 and 
Susan Eileen 2, of Stewart and 
Mark Nooski, 26, of Fort Fraser. 
A Pacific Western A i r l i n e s 
spokesman estimated damage at 
about $70,000, but replacement of 
the Goose would cost in the neigh- 
borhood of $125,000. 
for the sale may do so 
Centre or phoning Ma's. D. Le 
at ~I  3-6926. 
1~he group needs about $1, 
to finance the trip. The money 
offset travel fares as well as s 
ping costs for sets, costumes 
properties. 
It is the second time Terrace 
made a bid for the Domh 
Drama Festival by enterini~ p: 
minaries.. 
Everything "Ready I 
For Music Festival i 
An interesting event, the fir~ 
of i ts  kind in Terrace, will tak~ 
place Wednesday, M a re,11 ~ 
through Saturday, March 26, whe I
Knights of Columbus pr,' :Terrace 
sent the first a~nual Terra~ 
Music Festival. 
Adjudicators are Phyllis Schuldl 
a well.lcnown member of the mus i 
faculty at the University of Bri ~ 
ish Columbia and Pat Bolton c 
Prince Rupert, who is at presev 
directing and giving worksho 
courses in speech, stage present~ 
tion, egpression, projection an 
general theatre technique. 
Wednesday, March 23, startin 
at 7:30 p.m. pianoforte in Clarenc, 
Michiel School auditorium. 
Thursday, March 24, at 9:30 a.r~ 
2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. pianoforte 
continues in the Community Cen- 
tre. 
Friday, March 25, pianoforte'~ 
continues at Community Centre ~ 
starting at 9:30 a.m. 
Friday, March 25, choral speech 
will he heard in Clarence Michiel 
school auditorium starting at 10 
a .m.  
• Friday, March 2,5, start ing at 1 
p.m. in Community Centre, school 
choral and junior church choirs 
win perform. 
Friday, March 25 in Clarence 
Michiel School starting at 2 p.m. 
spoken poetry will be adjudicated. 
Friday, March 25 in Community 
Centre starting at 7:30 p.m. church 
choirs, choral (secular) and vocal 
soloists will be heard. 
Saturday, March 26, in Commun- 
ity Centre starting at 9:30 a.m. 
secondary school choirs and solo- 
ists will be heard, and in the after- 
noon starting at 1 p.m. instrumen- 
tal classes and bands will be ad- 
judicated. 
The Grand final concert will be 
held Saturday, March 26 a~3 p.m. 
in the Community Centre. 
SYNDICATE LIMITED ALEX GRANT 
9 Princess W., Chilliwack, B.C. Vl  ~-22~4 
Find out how easy it is to have MONEY/ 
CLiP AND MAIL THIS FORM TODAY 
m m m m  m i i m i i l m m  m m  m 
Get the freedom that an ever-increasing amount 
of ready cash can give you. Send this coupon now 
for more information. Don't wait--f ind out how 
easy it is to have money! 
INVESTORS SYNDICATE LIMITED 
ed participants from Terrace, Kiti- 
-~  mat, Ketchikan and Hazelton was I I I I T IODI IL  E I IG I I IEERED 
i~il \~ held in conjunction with Educa- 
tion Week and the Northwest Dis- 
~ %"~' tract Teachers' Convention. Over  5lru0tures (0. . Lid a hundred exhibits of a very high 
, ~ calibre were shown. 
• Tenn is  C lub  Plans HE~/TZGEufaatn2rs~MB~EM 
Busy Summer Season Component-Construction Homes 
Without obligation, plf,ase send me additional information. 
NAME .................................................................. 
ADDRESS 
CITY/TOWN PROV. m 
How you can profit ?ram Canada's growth 
I 
Terrace Tennis Club held an ex- 
ecutive meeting recently at the 
home of Mrs. Dudley Little. It was 
decided that work would start on 
the outdoor tennis court on the 
cement slab near Riverside School, 
on Good Friday. Play should get 
started shortly afterward, 
A public tennis meeting will be 
held in the Community Centre 
Thursday, March 31 at 8 p.m. All 
parents of interested youngsters 
are asked to attend this import- 
ant meeting with their children. 
The purpose of the meeting is to 
inaugurate the tennis program for 
the 1966 season. 
The indoor tennis program has 
Proven very successful with 30 
enthusiastic youngsters training 
one hour each week. Adults play 
tennis every Sunday afternoon in 
the Community Centre from 1 to 
3. All persons interested are most 
welcome. 
-- ~ -- ~ .... ~ ':~ii ...... ~ ~'~:~!:~:~i ~: / 
~ummMJRLLmJ~~~Jy~.~i~ jtN~.~:::~.~..... ~ :w,c--__. llm 
This is the BRENTWORTH, JUST ONE of Nationol's 
selection of 2, 3 and 4-bedroom home designs. Each 
can be quickly assembled from precision pre-built 
components . . .  giving you Best Value for your 
building dollar. 
PHONE VE 3.2830 
or  
Write Box 2170, Terrace, B.C. 
(¢a~) 
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Moving? 
Call 
Terrace 
Transfer 
Agents for 
North American Van Lines Ltd. 
W 3-6344 
"OP .LADY BOWLER, Thelma Benner, receives her trophy for chalking up a high single 
otal of 2254 to earn the Ladies! Single Ci ty Championship. Her average was 225. Own- 
tr of Barney's Bowl, Barney Rowe, made the trophy presentation last week. (staff photo 
Halum 
ELECTRIC 
4r Major Appliance 
Soles & Service 
"A" Electrical 
Contractor 
~r Residential 
I~ Commercial 
Corner of Kolum and Park 
Phone Vl 3-2752 
i Anywhere ~ FREE ESTIMATES ~ Anytime 
"Move without Crating" , '~Vife-approved Moves" 
@ Local and Long Distance • 
phy I t ) L 
I BUSY TIME FOR MINISTER is there a Continued from Page 15 e~perienee of being stopped on the I sure that no  misunderstanding money problem you 
street and asked if I had brought]could result. Although 3apanese 
the "Dagwoods" to Japan. There I interpreters have great skill, they 
was a friendly chuckle because still found difficulty with some of 
Blondie and her clan are great fav- 
orites in the Orient. The news. 
paper and television coverage of 
my arrival had been very thor- 
ough. 
During the early a£ternoon Ii 
went to visit the Foreign Minister, 
the Honorable Etsusabura Shiina. 
The Japanese government must 
approve all off-shore projects un. 
dertaken by firms in that country 
and some time was spent discus. 
sing the current ight money polic- 
ies now in effect on the North 
American continent. I was assured 
my idiomatic expressions. I found 
that words do not always say w~at 
they mean! 
By the time my editing was fin- 
ished, it was time to catch the 
plane for home. However, I did 
manage to squeeze in .time for a 
very short steam bath and massage 
enroute. Ax, rival at the airport pre. 
cedes departure by one hour. This 
seemed to be the only slack time 
I was allowed all weekend. 
With a tailwind pushing us, we 
ate and slept our way back to Van- 
couver in less than eight and one. 
=-1 =-~%A dr.-a,J- Ii£-Ji. 
KNOWS HOW 
Get cash now.., for overdue bills, unexpected 
i expenses, any good reason. A Niagara counsellor ....... : . . . .  
that Honshu Pulp and the Mitsu- half hours. It was still Tuesday " wilLtalkov6rtheaniountnndrepaymentsehedule.., 
bishi Co. had the. complete con2 and I was able to  ai'riVe ~ In Vic. and t/dlor it to lit your budget. We believe 
fidence and support of the govern, toria and report to the Legislature money and helpful planning o together 
ment. when the House opened at two 
Motor WinaVing On my return to the hotel, I had o'clock. It did not help with rest l.oa,s from $50 to $2500 
to check the minutes of the meet. when an evening session was call. NIAGARA FINANCE COMPANY LIMITED cUE . . 
~ rags which had been held to en. ed w, hi~,~h did not finish until ele. / (AOOnESS) (PHONE) 
• yen.thirty. I would not recommend j 
such a trip for rest and relaxation! ~ o~'~'."" 
• 5 PiNS • DUCK PINS . !0 PINS * t Safety Stamp 4641 Lazelle Ave. Phone 843-6391 ~r"  (~ 
sgnnEv 'S  80LUL I Due Out In May " '~  'fr°~'mllln'll" 
"THE RECREATION CENTRE OF TERRACE" 
LADLES' CiTY SINGLE S-PIN CHAMPIONSHIP 
SATURDAY, MARCH 5 ~ 2:00 P.M, 
All Bowlers Welcome 
OPEN BOWLING DAILY FROM I P.M. 
BOWL FOR HEALTH AND PLEASURE 
480"/ Lozelle Avenue Phone Vl 3-5911 
Only 
Nor-Pine Homes 
oilers you these exclusive teatures 
in their standard package 
• Alton Aluminum S/ding 
• Extra Thick Insulation Throughout 
• Pro-assembled Stbirwoyu 
• Vinyl Stairtreeds and Iloneboarch 
• Free Delivery 
For more information on these outstanding homes, 
simply clip out this ad and mail to NOR-PINE 
HOMES, P,O. Box 1360, Terrace, B.C. Our repre- 
sentative will call at no obligation to you. 
Name .................................................................. 
Address .............................................................. 
City or Town .................................................... 
Phone ...........................  .. (ctf) 
SuPport for a campaign to re. 
duee traffic accidents will come 
from the Canada Post Office on 
May 2, lgfi6 with isiuance of the 
country's first highway safety 
stamp. 
Tozonto artist, Helen Fitzgerald, 
executed the design for the new 
Issue which portrays traffic signs 
and symbols in tones of blue and 
yellow on a black background. Of 
a five cent denomination, it will 
have dual outstanding characteris. 
tics in being one of a few highway 
safety stamps issued in the world, 
and in that it breaks with tradition 
by having the familiar visible gum 
replaced by a tasteless, virtually 
invIsible gum with superior ad. 
hesive qualities. The postmaster 
general also stated the new adhes. 
ire had been used because of its 
non-curling characteristics and re. 
sistance to .humidity in storage 
areas. 
In produdng twenty-siz million 
highway sa/ety stamps for use on 
Canada's mail, the post office d~ 
pertinent co-operates with the 
C.H.S.C. to Impress upon users and 
recipients the need for an equal 
awareness of dangers to drivers, 
passengers, and pedestrians. 
ForaChange i 
0mtal°f Pace... Eat Ill 
The excit ing flavor of  the Or ient  is just 
a dinner away at our  Chinese res.taurant. 
BOTH CANADIAN C~ CHINESE FOODS 
R $TAIIRANT 
4642 Lozelle Ave. Terrace, B.C. 
Open Monday thru Saturday, 10 a.m. to 1 a.m. 
Sunday, 10 a.m. to I0 p.m. 
FULL FACILITIES 
Take-out Orders, phone V[ 3.6629 
P.22~ 18 ,, . . . . .  iERRACE"Omineco" HERALD¢ TE BRITISH COLUMBIA We, N~arch 
CARS AND 
TRUCKS 
/ T C4RS. . .  
@eesr  suvs . . .  
BEST VARLET 
The OK sign is your assurance of 
top value.., the best used cars and 
trucks, with thousands of unused 
miles in them.., the best variety, 
picked to guarantee pleasure. An 
OK Buy is the best buy, backed by 
our reputation and our established 
stake in your community. 
1965 GMC I/z Ton 
Fleetside box, long wheel bose, 
heavy duty suspension. 
Ready for work. 
1965 Crew Cab 
V8 motor, 4-speed 
transmission, 
big tires and wheels, 
1963 Chev Z-Dr. Sedan 
V8, standard, radio. 
One owner. 
Well kept unit. 
1962 Capri 2-Dr. Hardtop 
4-speed transmission. 
Hard-to-get 
model. 
1964 4x4 Four-Wheel Drive 
All heavy duty suspension. 
A go-anywhere 
vehicle. 
1964 International s/~ Ton 
Heavy duty suspension, long 
wheel base, big steel bumper. 
immaculate shape ! 
1964 Chevelle 4-Dr. Malibu 
V8, 
automatic, 
one owner. 
1964 Chevelle 2-Dr. 
VS, automatic, 
radio. 
One owner. 
1964 Corvair " 
4-speed transmission, 
white with red 
interior. 
1962 Chev 4-Dr. Sedan 
Green and white, 
six, standard. 
One owner. 
Two 1962 Buick Lesabres 
V8, 
automatic, 
fully powered. 
1959 Pontiac Parisienne H.T. 
VS, automatic, 
power steering and 
power brakes. 
1955 Cadillac 4-Dr. Sedan 
V8, automatic. 
Fully powered. Blue 
and white. 
1960 Pontiac 4-Dr. Stn. Wgn. 
Automatic, 
power steering and 
power brakes. 
1959 Chev Pickup 
Fleet side box, six, 
standard, 
long wheel base. 
1959 Zodiac 
Six-cylinder, 4-door sedan, 
7.-tone, 
Lovely shape. 
o~ o~(o.o,,~ o FRANCHISED ,~CHEVROLEI ',.° OLDSMOBILE TRUCKS ARE SOLD BY 
Authorized PONTIAC-BUICK Dealer in Terrace:: 
. . o . . . , . . ,  REUM MOTORS LTD, 
USED CAR AND TRUCK 
DEALERS EVERYWHERE 
) .  TERRACE, B.C. 
1 March 6 r 1966 
J. GORDON ELLIOTT 
J. Gordon Elliott was appoint- 
d ~ controller of Columbia Cel- 
,,lose Company, Limited in a 
ecent announcement by Mr. 
larry Bowler, vice president, 
lnance and administration and 
Mr. Elliott holds a B.A. "degree 
L economies from the Univer. 
ty of Saskatchewan d an M.A. 
economics from the University 
! Toronto. He has broad exper- 
nee in the fields of finance, 
~oduction and marketing. 
Your RED CROSS is 
Serving 
Today 
Ready for Tomorrow 
TERRA~ 'Omlneca" HERALD, TERRACE. BRITISH COLUI,,~,,a 
PASTOR L. ANDERSEN BETHEl. BAPTIST CHURCH 
The advances made in science 
and technology are something won- 
derful to behold but sometimes 
terrifying to experience. T h e 
speeded communications of the 
world allow us to read of a.ir dis. 
asters before the ashes are scarce- 
ly cooled. We know what is hap- 
pening around the circles of the 
globe hut  we are rarely award" of 
the distress and fear crippling our 
next door neighbor. Men abound 
everywhere yet we are desperately 
lonely. 
The benefits of science have 
brought us much in comfort and 
convenience. However, that same 
exploration has discovered a mon- 
ster - -  E is M C2 - -  with the 
potential to annihilate our whole 
race in one blast. 
Is it any wonder that the dornin. 
ant philosophies ef our day are 
pessimistic and filled with an over- 
powering passion for death. A few 
quotations will illustrate; Hem- 
ming- has said, "I live in a vac- 
cure that is as lonely as a radio 
tube when the batteries are dead 
and there is no current to plug 
into." "Life's only meaning is 
death . . . death becomes like a 
blanket on a cold night" says 
Eugene O'Neill. It is even more 
frightening when we realize that 
the latter concept of death is a 
delusion. 
JOINT ANNUAL MEETING 
TERRACE G' DISTRICT HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION 
and 
HOSPITAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT No. I"/ 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 30 - -  8 P.M. 
Board Room, Community Centre 
(c36) 
I AREOUR BUSINI|S , 
- -  SPECIAL BOUQUETS - -  
PLANTS - -  TABLE AP~RANGEMENTS - -  CORSAGES 
WE CAN HELP YOU.  . . 
Greig Ave. FLOWER & GIFT SHOP Vl 3-$920 
ECURITY 
a'nd 
NERSHIP 
CREDIT UNIONS ALONE OFFER BOTH 
SECURITY AND OWNERSHIP IN MONEY 
MATTERS. 
CREDIT UNIONS ALREADY PROVIDE THIS 
INCOMPARABLE BENEFIT TO ONE OUT 
OF EVERY SIX CANADIANS. 
CREDIT UNIONS ARE YOUR BEST PLACE 
TO SAVE OR BORROW~ 
1him advertisement is publl~d by the I1,¢. Credit Union 
League in the,intotash ofits efftllatod members. 
_ The natural reaction of man fac- 
ing such fear and frustration is to 
ask: "Where is .God?" Why 
doesntt He do something?" Be- 
cause men are ignorant of the 
Scriptures and hence the program 
of God revealed therin, they bold- 
ly assert that God is dead. 
Billy Graham has rightly stated 
the case in his book "World 
Aflame" on page 13, "Because our 
"morality does not match our intel. 
lectuality, the misuse of science 
can be greater than the use." God 
has revealed in Romans 8:20 that 
He has allowed the universe to be 
in a state of frustration because of 
the disobedience of man. In the 
face of man's sin a righteous God 
had only two choices; First, to ig- 
nore the presence and reality of 
sin and thus forfeit the right to 
the throne of the universe. Or, 
in the second place, to send judg- 
ment upon sin thus vindicating His 
holiness and right to rule. Gene- 
sis 3:17 indicates that' God chose 
the latter and sent the judgment 
of frustration on both man and 
the earth, his dominion. 
If this were the last word from 
God, we would conclude that prag- 
matically, God is dead. But the 
Scripture declares that God in His 
matchless love provided a substi- 
tute to bear the penalty. 1 Peter 
2:24 declares concerning Christ: 
"Who his own self bears our sins 
in his own body on the tree, that 
we, being dead to sins should live 
unto righteousness; by whose 
stripes ye were healed." 
Although the worRieRs of God 
in bringing history to a climax 
may seem remote and impercept. 
able to you they are nevertheless 
declared as fact by both the Bible 
and secular history. The fact that 
men do not perceive them is in- 
dicative of their blindness rather 
than the deadness o f  God. Since 
the Scripture says, "God is not 
slack concerning his promise, as 
some men count slackness, but is 
longsuffering to usward, not will. 
ing that any should perish, but that 
a l l  Should come to repentance. But 
the day of the Lord will come as 
a theif in the night. "We ought to 
give heed to the times in which 
we live. 
To find deliverance from this 
fear and frustration you need only 
to come into the plan and purpose 
of God for you. God is not willing 
that any should perish but that 
all should come to repentance and 
faith. God does not expect he im- 
possible but only that you be will- 
ing to turn from sin and then .ac- 
cept the free gift of salvation as 
offered in Christ Jesus. Receive 
Him today. 
LAFF.LINE 
Murphy, bad been care less  
handling the blasting powder and 
Duffy was appointed to tell the 
widow. 
"Mrs. Murphy, isn't it today the 
man comes to collect for Murphy's 
Life insurance?'" 
"It is that," repl4ed Mrs. Mur- 
phy. 
"Well, now," said Duffy, "sure 
an ye can snap your fingers at 
him today." 
Is it that 
nagging 
backache 
again? 
If It's backache that',, 
bothering you, it could be 
due to urinary irritation 
and bladder discomfort. If
so, nodd'a Kidney Pills 
eon help bring you relief. 
Dodd': Pills stimulate the 
kidneys to help relieve the 
eondit lon cnuoluz the 
backache. Then you f~ l  
better and ra t  better. 
You can depend on Dodd'a 
Kidney Pills. 
CHRISTIAN REFORMED CHURCH ALLIANCE GOSPEL CHAPEl. 
Sl~rks Street at Straume Avenue 5010 Agar Avenue, Terrace, |.¢, 
Rev. V. Luchles VI3-2621 10:00 a.m,--Sunday School~ 
10:00 a.m.--Sunday Behool 11:00 a.m.--Morning Worship. 
11:00 a.m.--Morning Worship 7:00 p.m.--Evening Service. 
5:00 p.m.--Afternoon Service. Wednesday . . 
9:15 a.m.--"Back To God 8:00 p.m.--Prayer r,,eeung. 
Hour" on CFTK. Friday 
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST 
CHURCH 
Pastor E. E. Littman 
Ph. Vl 3-2915 
3306 Griffith'e Road 
SATURDAY 
9:15 a.m.--Sabbath School. 
11:00 a.m.--Morning Service. 
PENTECOSTAL TABERNACLE 
10:00 a.m.--Sunday School. 
11:00 a.m.--Morning Worship. 
7:00 p.m.--Evangelist Service. 
All are Welcome 
Pastor Rev. D. Rethlen 
Phones: 
Office: VI 3.2434, Home: VI 3-5336 
ST. MATTHEW'S CHURCH 
Anglican Church of Canada 
Phone VI 3.5855 
4726 Lazelle Avenue 
Sunday March 20 
8:30 a.m.--Parish Communion 
10:15 a.m.--Confirmation: The 
Right Rev. E. G. Munn. 
7:30 p.m.--Evensong. 
7:30 p.m.--Young Peoples 
A Cordial Welcome Awaits You 
Roy. E. Thlessen, Pastor 
4812 Graham Ave. Phone VI 3-6768 
MENNONITE BRETHREN 
CHURCH 
3406 Eby Street 
Pastor Alvin Penner, Ph. Vl 3.5976 
10:00 a.m.-- Sunday School 
11:00 a.m.--Worship Service. 
7:30 p.m.--Evening Service. 
8:45 a.m.--"Gospel Light Hour" 
over CFTK. 
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST 
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS 
(Mormon) 
SERVICES 
10:30 a.m,--Sundays 
Elks Hall - -  Sparks Street 
BETHEL BAPTIST CHURCH 
(Regular) 
Kalum at Soucle Ph. Vl 3.S329 
Pastor --Lloyd Andersen B.Th. 
10:30 . 12 :00-  Family Service, 
Worship, Sermon, Classes. 
7:30 p.m.r--Evening Service. 
Wednesday, 7:00 p.m. - -  Canadian 
KNOX UNITED CHURCH ,Baptist Crusaders Club. 
Corner Lazelle Ave. & Munroe St. Thursday, 8:00 p.m. - -  Prayer 
9:30 am.--Sunday School. Meeting. 
11:00 a.m.--Morning Worship 
Newcomers to the community are EVANGELICAL FREE CHURCH 
invited to share in the life Car. Park Ave. and Sparks St, 
and work of the United 
Church. 10:00 a.m.--Sunday School. 
You are invited to drop this clip. 11:00 a.m.--Morning Worship. 
ping in the mail with your 7:30 p.m.--Evening Service. 
name and address to Knox 7:30 p.m. Wednesday - -  Prayer 
United Church, Box 884, and Bible Study. 
Terrace, B.C. A cordial invitation to All 
Rev. H. J. Just, Pastor 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4665 Park Ave. Phone VI 3.5115 
CHRIST LUTHERAN CHURCH 
Cor. Sparks St. and Park Ave. 
9:45 a.m.--Sunday School. 
)1:00 a.m.--Worship Service. 
Pastor H. Madsen, B.A., B.D. 
4718 Loon Ave. Ph. VI 3-5882 
"Your friendly family Church" 
UPLANDS BAPTIST CHURCH 
(Southern Baptist) 
5013 Halliwell Ave. 
SUNDAY 
9:45 a.m.--Sunday School. 
11:00 a.m.--Morning Service 
7:30 p;m.--Evening Service 
8:00 p.m.--Wednesday - -  Prayer 
meeting and Bible study. 
James H. Rose, Pastor 
Telephone VI 3-6685 
 ert a e  eney 
For Residential, Commercial, Revenue and Farm 
Properties. Low Monthly Payments, existing 
documents purchased. 
TRANS-CANADA MORTGAGE CORP. LTD. 
414 - 718 Granville Street, Vancouver 2, B.C .  
ii 
DOC'S CARTAGE & STORAGE 
CO. LTD. 
Freight Agents for: 
$MITHERS TRANSPORT 
(To Smithers and Hazelton) 
REITMIER TRUCK LINES 
(To Vancouver) 
Local & Long. Distance. Moving 
AGENTS FOR UNITED VAN LINES 
I/I 3-2728 
Herman Bandstra Epp Tahtra 
• 4504 Keith - -  modern facilities and spacious heated 
wc~rehouse for all your Storage needs. 
eft 
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Business Directory 
Torpedo Roofing and Heating Ltd. 
- -  ALL ROOFS GUARANTEED - -  
PHONE: 624-2206 . 624-5171 
• P.O. Box 443, Prince Rupert, B.C. • etl 
VAN HALDEREN 
Brothers 
BUILDING CONTRACTORS 
Industrial - -  Residential 
Commercial 
Vl 3-5598 Yl 3-5507 
AL'S LAUNDRY 
AND 
DRY CLEANING 
Free Pick-up and Delivery 
• E]L-°~CE, B.C. 
Phone V I  3-2838 
MacKay's 
Funeral Home 
Ph. VI  3-2444 - P.O. Box 430 
TERRACE, B.C. 
• Also serving Kitimet • 
Terrace Cycle & 
Hobby Shop 
"The Quality Leader" 
Super-Valu Shopping Centre 
For HobBies - Toys - Cycles 
FRANK MUNSON 
ELECTROLUX 
Representative for Terrace area 
Vl 3-2478 
5105 Agar Ave - Box 17, Terrace 
eft 
--ROSE, GALE & CO.-- 
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS 
T. F. ROSE D.L .G .  PORTER R .B .  GALE, 
B.Comm., C.A, C.A. C.A, 
Vl 3.2245 VI  3-5131 
P.O. Box 220 • MacPhorsen Block • Terrace, B.C. 
R. J. REYNOLDS 
B.C. LAND SURVEYOR 
Box 14311, Terrace, B.C. 
Thornhil l  Realty 
4646 Lakelse Avenue 
Phone VI 3-5522 
B.C. Land Surveyor 
P.O. Box 1095 - -  Vl 3-6628 
Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
A. F. BEST 
Imperial Oil Agent 
Office Hours: 8:30 to 12--1 t .  6 
Monday to Saturday 
PHONE 843-6366 
Always Look To 
, - ,  I m ....... 
II m DRIVING For Imperial 
Ir • m 
TRY A HERALD CLASSIFIED IiPhone VI3-5016 after 5:30 p.m. 
I" 
Rockgas Propane 
Ltd. 
TERRACE DIVISION 
For  all your Propane needs 
Residential Commercial and 
Industrial 
Appliance Sales and Service 
Ph. VI 3-2920 - Lakelse Ave. 
SAV-MOR 
Buildere Centre Ltd. 
General Building Supplies 
4827 KEITH RD. 
Phone VI 3-2268, VI 3-2269 
"Save More at Sav-Mor" 
Home Plan Service 
Plans Drawn To Your 
Specifications 
• PHONE VI3-6TIT • 
Vic Jolliffe 
Plumbing & Heating Ltd. 
VI3.2102 . Box 145 
TERRACE, B.C 
I Beauty Salon 
~22 GRI I( AVENI 
PHONE VI 3-5544 
LORETTA'S 
462 E G UE 
Northwest Welding 
& Mill Service 
Complete Portable Service 
24 Hours 
Located next to Bill Osborne's 
Machine Shop 
Vl 3-5339 
etf 
I Construction II 
i I Building Contractors I 
Ii v l  3.2507 - -  Vl 3-5628 II 
li Box 1203 - -  TERRACE, B.C. II 
I' FREE ESTIMATES . ctf I 
TERRACE MASONRY LTD.  
Block and Brick Construction ~ Cement Finishing 
SPECIALIZING In Fireploces And Tile Work 
Box 2156 FREE ESTIMATES Phone VoI at VI 3-2767 
Karl's Trading 
Post Ltd.. 
"Your Boating Circle" 
Mercury Outboard Motor 
Dealer 
Call VI 3-5230, Box 902, Terrace 
Phone 624-2226, Prince Rupert 
* BOAT RENTALS * 
Taylor, Pearson &Carson (B.C.) Ltd. 
Kalum South, Terrace, B.C. 
COMPLETE MACHINE SHOP SERVICE 
Crankshaft Grinding Pin Fitting - Reboring 
Drum Turning - Head Conditioning 
Good Stocks of Exchange Cranks vnd Motors 
Phone: Geo. Bert leff--Vl  3-2239 or Vl 3.2230 
eft 
ACCORDION & GUITAR 
STUDIO 
L ICENSED 
P.O. Box 2264, 4550 Greig Ave. 
(Across from Terrace Hotel) 
~Busi.ness & Home Ph. Vl  3.6434 
TERRACE, B.C. 
(eft) 
Riohard$' Cleaners Limited 
"Operating with the Most Modern Equipment" 
¢OIN-O-MATIC and COIN CLEAN L~uncide= 
• Professional Dry Cleaning and Pressing • 
• Coin Dry Cleaning • 
• Batchelor Laundry Service • 
(shirts beautifully done!) 
March 
f;ROSSWOXO By Eug  She f#r 
~ "6"  l0 II 
/ / /  / / /  
r f / f / J  f / /  
q8 q9 ~O Sl ~5~ 
1-51 
HORIZONTAL 48. meditates 3. diminishes 21. large 
1. bovine 52. faucet 4. heroic ungulate 
animal 53. puff up in scale 23. form 
4. piece out 54. Canadian 5. Japanese 24. son of 
7. to lessen province robe Noah 
12. money of (abbr.) 6. growing 25. metallic 
account 55. slender out rock 
13. transfix finial 7. aconite 26. chum 
14. more 56. intelligence & proscribe 28. lair 
docile 57. route 9. French- 30. high card 
15. carting (abbr.) man's 31. Arabian 
vehicle 58. color friend garment 
16. conceiving VERTICAL 10. denary 32. Supreme 
18. summer, 1. desire in- 11. work Being 
in France ordinately unit 33. macaw 
19. dove 2. declaim 17. obtains 36. Arizona 
homes lizard 
20. examine Answer to last week's Puzzle 37. rue 
22. seine 23. store IcIOIB I SGAWIE lWlE IB  S 40. machine part 
27. fuss IOIGIEIEIGIOIAUOIVlA L 42. to 
29. large [PIRIEtC I I IOIUIS IMIEISIAI irrigate 
desert T E N T S I T  WIEINITIYI 43. public 
31. love feast [I [ [ [3[MIA[I~BAINI'r warehouse 
34. dromedary I~ IO IA I~ iD IA IR IN Iu IS IE I  44. swift 
35. wearying IE IBIBIMIAIBI I  IT IAIUI}<l  45. dark 
37. corded IS l l l~ lE l~ lL  IT IG IL IE IE I  46. Italian 
fabric princely 
38. Jewish 31~IEIDIEIA L 
month IRIEIGIAILIE_~IOITIEISI house 48. thing, 
39. wrath [OIRIAINICIAIM IIS O L E in law 
41. pitcher IBI~ IT IE l~l l  I~ IS IL  U ~l 49. rubber 
45. slant ~ E E S IU  R N IY  A L El tree 
~7. Indonesian ~-~ 50. valet 
of Aversge time ol solution: ~I minute.. 51. possessive 
Mindanao (@ 1966, King Features Synd., Inc.) pronoun 
CRYPTOQUIPS 
YXCLUPOUVTR .~LYBRL  ALZ BR 
XZVTR ZTA CLUPCZL 
Saturday's Cryptoquip--SOFT-HEARTED BELLE CHER- 
ISHED HER BEAUTIFUL ORCHIDS 
PINE Codeaionerv 
At corner Loen & Munroe 
OPEN DALLY till 11 P.M. 
FREE DEL IVERY 
Phone VI 3-6066 
ctf 
Chuck's 
Electrical Contracting 
Commercial and Residential 
Wiring 
Yl 3-5375 
Box 1463 .:- Terrace, B.C. 
contact 
TESS BROUSSEAU 
4515 Haugland Ave., Terrace 
P.O. Box 2072 - Phone VI  3.6079 
SINGER SEWING 
MACHINES 
• VACUUM CLEANERS 
• FLOOR POLISHERS 
Full selection of fabrics . . . 
Wool, Cotton and al l  of your 
Sewing Needs. 
Expert service to all makes oJ 
Sewing Machines, 
Terrace Sewing 
Centre Ltd. 
4607 Lakelse Ave., ph. VI  3.5315 
P.O. Box 1808, Terrace, B.C. 
THORNHILL 
TEXTILE 
REFITTER I 
Manufacturing & Repairs 
UPHOLSTE&Y ,... 
Tents - Tarps - Leathergoo& 
CAR SEATS A SPECIALTY 
" IF IT CAN BE DONE 
WE CAN DO IT" 
C, P. DUNPHY 3.523t i
P.O. Box 413 • Ph. Vl 
ADVERTISE - -  IT PAYS ! ! 
Continental Explosives Ltd. 
Distributors for CIL explosives and 
Liquid Carbonic Welding Supplies 
Vl 3-5711 T E R R A C E - Box ! 659 
/ 
t 
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Busy Time For Minister On Tour of Japan 
- -by THE HONOURABI'I! RAY WII.LISTON, 
Minister of l-ands, Forests, and Wirer Resources 
My recent weekend In Japan has led to both jokes and 
omment. Many forget that business activated the trip and 
hat delivering dogwood trees to the Crown Prince and Crown 
'rincess was but o happy task which could be accomplished 
rt the some time. Routine business seldom ceotes news and 
o reports hove been told about the promise mode lost spring 
,y Premier Bennett to send our floral emblem to their Imper- 
il Highnesses to be planted eleven hours on the plane and a 
the palace garden I thought; 
might be of some interest tol further half hour being televised. 
etoil what con be done in o I went to eatt 
;ttle me;re than four days be- 
ides fly almost ten thousand 
I was told that I would not be 
needed until nine.thirty on the fol~ 
lowing morning. The Japanese are 
always punctual and I was picked 
up right on time. Several points of 
interest were visited before I was 
delivered to the Canadian Embas- 
sy at noon. I had a delightful 
lunch with Ambassador Dower and 
his wife. During the course of con. 
versation I learned that the embas- 
sy had been sponsoring classes in 
western square dancing which 
were enjoyed by representatives of 
various countries. Even the Crown 
Prince asked to come to the pract. 
ises. 
During the afternoon, I was sup. 
posed to visit a display of modern 
painting but the crowds attending 
were so large it was decided it 
would be impossible to see proper- 
ly. As a consequence, I visited a 
museum and after a department 
store tour, went to the Kokusai 
Theatre. The stage is the largest 
in the East, holding up to two 
hundred performers at one time. 
Lighting, costuming, staging, and 
the variety of acts were the fin. 
est I have ever seen. All of the 
entertainers were girls---even those 
tak'ing the part of men. The day 
ended with supper in the roof 
restaurant in the Palace Hotel. 
On Monday morning I had an 
audience with the Crown Prince 
and the Crown Princess in their 
palace on the moat-surrounded 
grounds. I was accorded a most 
My four dogwood saplings had 
~en crated, inspected, and loaded 
t the Canadian Pacific Airline's 
C-8 jet before I arrived in Van- 
,uver from Victoria on Friday 
ternoon. One was left open so 
at pictures could be taken to 
cord the event. Mr. Ban, the 
~panese Consul, was at the a&" 
~rt together with members of the 
panese commercial community. 
The plane left at three o'clock 
td we were not long in the air 
~fore a program of forced feed- 
g .was staTted. It is true that I 
ad m~ssed my lunch because of a 
tbinet meeting in Victoria which 
sted until after the noon hour 
~t that could not have been the 
mse for the great Concern about 
rod. Once t~e trays were cleared 
ray, I was able to stretch out and 
cop since .the plane was not load. 
i. Sometime during the snooze 
'e moved from Friday afternoon 
Saturday afternoon - -  all the 
vhile chasing the sun along the 
mrizon. We did catch up before 
• e landed at the Haneda Airport 
at seven o'clock in the evening. 
Some twenty cameramen were 
on hand to greet the arrival of the 
trees. They thought a beautiful 
s~ewardess would come walking 
out with them in a small basket. 
They were taken aback when 
a large crate was unloaded, op. 
ened, and the moss shaken free. 
I was asked to o f f i c ia l .  
ly present he trees to Mr. Noboru 
Imajo, the master of ceremonies of 
the Imperial Household Agency. 
He was formerly the very popular 
Japanese consul in Vancouver. The 
car he had brought to return the~ 
dogwoods was too small for the 
purpose and Canadian Pacific Air- 
lines kindly loaned a truck to car- 
ry them to the palace. This mark- 
ed a second kind act by the airline 
because the trees had already been 
carried from British Columbia 
free of charge. 
My passage through immigration 
and customs was rapid due to my 
escorts. I was greeted in the air- 
port by ~ large group of men con. 
cerned with .a pulp project in the 
Kootenays. They arranged my car 
to .the Imperial Hotel over the new~ 
freeway. Since it was still early in 
I the evening they knew I would be hungry and would like to enjoy a show. I just could not explain I had left Vancouver at three in the afternoon and had spent almost 
gracious interview and thanked for 
the floral gift from the people at 
British Columbia, Trees are very 
carefully ,tended in Japan and our 
dogwoods erve to cement he feel. 
ing of fr lend~ip between our two 
countries. I was told that on Sun. 
day t.heir Highnesses had person. 
ally selected the places in the gar- 
den where the trees were to be 
placed and .then supervised their 
planting. This is remarkable in 
that a minor typhoon was deliver. 
ing the first rain that had fallen 
for forty.four days. 
I had a luncheon meeting with 
men from the Mitsubishi Shoji 
Kaisha firm and then was taken 
to the new building in dc~wntown 
Tokyo constructed by Honshu Pulp 
and Paper Company. I was the 
f i rst  official visitor in this nine- 
storey office building - -  remem. 
ber this is earthquake country. 
Our meeting started at two o'clock 
and did not finish until after five 
in the evening. All aspects of the 
project to be built at Skookum- 
ehuk in the East Kootenays were 
discussed and clarification on mat- 
ters resulted. During the after- 
Don'fBlowA ~ 
,u,... 
~ELL IS  HUGHES ~ 
No Job Too Big ! 
No Job Too Small ! 
YOUR "A" CLASS 
CONTRACTOR 
Qualified Residential, 
Commercial & High Voltage 
• Electrical Contracting 
Ellis H.u lees 
Electric Ltd. 
N. Kalum . Ph VI 3-5249 
noon the lights went out - -  but 
this could not be blamed on B,C, 
Hydrol 
I was a guest at an evening 
smorgasbord a t / the  bfltsublshi 
guest house towhleh members of 
the Embassy and the Japanese gay. 
ernment were invited. A wonder. 
ful meal was served specializing 
in seafoods. Decorations honored 
British Columbia and Canada, and 
were dominated by a large ice. 
sculpture Of our flag. I was thor. 
oughly enjoying the food when 
one of the men tapped me on the 
shoulder and explained that I still 
had one more meal to eat that 
evening! On leaving .the guest 
house I was taken to Shinkiraku-- 
a geisha restaurant. ~'he many. 
coursed Japanes meal eaten with 
chopsticks while sitting on the 
floor lasted until late in the eve- 
ning. I was ready for bed. 
Tuesday was to be a double day 
so I did not get up until nine 
o'clock. I spent part of the morn. 
ing shopping. I had the unusual 
Continued on Page 17 
see "BUSY TIMES" 
Attention traders 
swappers, bargain hunters & new carshoppers! 
It's time to get real drum-thumpingvalues atyour 
~ ~-----.L_ . .  J~w, ,  ~ ~ . . : . . .~ : :  
i iiiiii i l 
I~E~E SdRE YOU~. FIND OU~ iWE)~E LOOKING FOR WE CAN G/Y£ YOU 
: DEALS A~UAI~T~.~. /  CI.E.4N £1/ARP U£E~ ~J~RS /ItfMED/ATE ~JJV~X~yI 
50 COME ON IN /ND /4SIT US AT TIIE 7~ADINO ~05T, C//AN£E~ ARE WE'VE GOT 
. ., hie ~'E  ~/D MO~£~ YOU~E ffE~ n/J.O~Y YOU 
~.u~=I# _~ ~/e~ ~ /~, ~ 
7tIE TRqDING POST'./ AU.OW~J/CE ~/ our ro~ N~ ~ ~. .  
LYOU~ PRESENT C-~R I OU,~ 5ELECTION OF GOOD~VI~ 
. U.~EZ~ cries is oe~r  TOO / 
• ~!!! - -~  ':.=~ 
I1~ ~ ,4t~o VNuE, /TS fro 
~ ~P~R~gE YEAR 
~ III~IIIIIiIiIi. 
[t/l~ P,lllslt+lJtl+~ .S'l.ntt SedJ.. Buttum Gronde PorlSI£,.nO Sport Coupe 
~,IICK~AL./t+tr.wu it; 22 i ;::i:ii;: !:i: :!i!i!i:l 
~o~u,, BUICK//,~s ~ c~ ~oR [~r  ~ 
TA'~TE fVLT~'Y L~UD~fT, £VERYOME t ~ . . . ~  ~"- '~: : .~  !:ii :i:::;ii;:i~iiiii!i!i l 
ODr (~ UStOID (. ot~voItloro Wltll ~pott$ (~ptloD Ac tdl i l l  Co/15o 40oot  Sedan 
u aura " • dlop Buick Skylark Sport Coupe 
Authori=ed PONTIAC-BUICK Dealer in Terrace: PX.106+D 
REUM MOTORS LTD. 
PHONE Yl 3-6331 TERRACE, B.C. 
P~e 1.6 IERRACE. "Omineco" -HERALD TER.RACE B RITfSH COLUMBIA Wednesclav. March 16 
Skeena Health Unit 
Special Clinics will be held in the Skeena Health Unit 
on Tuesdays, M=rch 15th, 22nd and 29th, between the 
hours of 10 o.m. and noon, for children starting school 
in September, 1966 ONLY. Vision and hearing tests 
will be done as well as any necessary immunizations. 
c34 
• BOWLING • 
LADIES LEAGUE 
Black Cats . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  54 
quints . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  53~ 
Gems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  52 
Almosts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  61 
Big Five . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  49 
Krazy Kurves " 46½ 
Grass Widows . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  37 
Pinpoppers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,5 
High single, 
M. Lever 248 
High triple, 
M. Lever . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  678 
The forest is a living unit made 
up of trees, plants, animals, birds 
and insects. The balance of these 
parts is so delicately adjusted that 
should one be enffrely removed 
the whole structure would be in 
jeopardy. 
BRITISH COLUMBIA MEDICAL PLAN 
ANNOUNCES 
APPLICATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED 
ENROLLMENT PERIOD MARCH 1- 31, 1966 
FOR COVERAGE COMMENCING APRIL 1, 1966 
NEW LOW RATES Applicable to New and Present Subscribers 
Basic rate for - 
A. SUBSCRIBER WITH TAXABLE INCOME OVER $1,000 IN 1965 
MONTHLY QUARTERLY PER HALF YEAR PER YEAR 
ONE PERSON $ 5.00 $15.00 $30.00 $ 60.00 
FAMILY OF TWO 10.00 30.00 60,00 120.00 
FAMILY OF THREE OR MORE 12,50 37.50 75.00 150.00 
B. SUBSCRIBER WITH TAXABLE INCOME OF $1 TO $1,000 IN 1965 
J MONTHLY QUARTERLY PER HALF YEAR PER YEAR 
ONE PERSON $2.50 $ 7.50 $15.00 $30.00 
• FAMILY OF TWO 5.00 15.00 30.00 60,00 
FAMILY OF THREE OR MORE 6.25 18.75 37.50 75.00 
C. SUBSCRIBER WITH NO TAXABLE INCOME IN 1965 
MONTHLY QUARTERLY PER HALF YEAR PER YEAR 
ONE PERSON $ .50 $1.50 $3.00 $ 6.00 
FAMILY OF TWO 1.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 
FAMILY OF THREE OR MORE 1.25 3.75 7.50 15.00 
Comprehensive Prepaid Medical Coverage available to any resident and his family in 
the Province of British Columbia on an individual basis. 
HELP WHERE HELP IS NEEDED 
APPLY NOW • . . FOR BENEFITS FROM APRIL 1 - NAIL THIS APPLICATION REQUEST COUPON TODAY| 
4 cut along dotted line P 
BRITISH COLUMBIA MEDICAL PLAN, 
P.O. BOX 1600, 
VICTORIA, B.C. 
* Send me an application form and further information on THE PLAN. 
* To be eligible for coverage under the British Columbia Medical Plan, I understand that ! must be a resident 
of British Columbia. 
* To qualify for a Premium, Subsidy, I understand that I must have been a resident of  British Columbia for 
the twelve previous months and have annual income within defined levels. 
rl i 
PLEAR PRINT 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I  
I 
i It  l,ll1111,ll,,ll 
City or Towm A 
Prelude To Season 
A 'hospitality eeminar held in 
Lakelse Hotel banquet room last 
,Monday evening was conducted by 
John Buekley, assistant director 
of the B.C. Government Travel 
Bureau, E. A. Schmutz of the pro- 
vincial Department of Education 
and Sam Otto, president of the 
,B.C. Hotel and Resort Association. 
It was pointed out that each 
year hundreds of thousands of tra- 
vellers enter British Columbia - -  
some on business trips, others in 
search of pleasure and relaxation, 
but all requiring comfort, service 
and entertainment to make their 
stay here enjoyable and satisfying. 
The people concerned with supply- 
ing theee travellers' needs, toge- 
ther with the establishments in 
which they work - -  hotels, motels 
BRIT ISH COLUMBIA  MEDICAL  PLAN 
1410 GOVERNMENT STREET, VICTORIA, B.C. 
Initiated by the Government of British Columbia Approved by the Doctors of British Columbia 
The Honourable W. A. C. Bennefl, LL.O., Premier of British Columbia 
The Honourable Wesley D. Black, Provincial Secretary 
/ 
At Hospitality Meel 
and restaurants, make up what 
termed the Hospitality IndusU 
which has taken the place of B;C. 
tourist industry. 
MR. BUCKLBY 
Mr. Buekley asserted, "The n, 
pitality Industry is one'of the la] 
est industries of the p~ovinco. 
1964 it was estimated ~touri., 
spent over $180,000,000 in Briti 
Columbia, and by 1066 this figu 
should be well over $200,000,00( 
Further to this he said, "Norl 
west British Columbia sits in t 
very middle of tourism. Contrib~ 
ing much to the future of High w 
16 is the opening of many n 
circular routes in the provir 
with the combination of road al 
water facilities. 
"The hospitality industry affe 
more people than is generallyT( 
ized," he said, "We can all "pla3 
part in promoting hospitality. 
important item, the plain ordin; 
smile has enormous value. It co 
nothing and accomplishes much. 
cannot be begged, borrowed, sto' 
or bought. People are just 
happy as they make up their mi~ 
to be and by the same token, i~i 
as much out of life as they I= f~ 
into it. I 
"To be hospitable is to rece~ 
guests and strangers in a frien,~:l 
mann~, and to welcome and ~ 
tertainthem," Mr. Buckley c,t~ 
eluded. ~I 
MR. O1'1'o 
On behalf of the B.C. Hotels a ~ 
Resort Association Mr. Otto spa r! 
on the importance of qual i ty,  
service. He pointed out that wl'l 
the continuing growth of the i i 
dustry, there are increased oppo: 
ttlnities for trained, ~vell qualifie 
management personnel. 1 
MR. SCHMUTZ 
Mr. Schmutz listed the variou ~ 
training courses made available b;,i 
the department of educatiov. 
These courses include: manage;~i 
ment, accounting, catering, coo~,! 
and chef, waiters, waitresses, roo~' 
maids etc. ( 
For further infBrmation M~'* 
Schmutz gave the following ad 
dress: Director of Adult Edueatio~, 
or co.ordinator of Food and A(I 
commodation Services, Departmer ~
of Education, 3650 Willingdo: ~ 
Ave., Burnaby 2, B.C. i 
Prior to the seminar Mr. BucY 
ley spoke at  the regular meetin 
of Rotary. 
i 
Tillicum' 
THEATRE 
March 17, 18, 19 Thurs. Fri. S~ 
The Americanlzatlo; 
O? Emily s 
War Comedy 
Starring: L 
James Garner, 3ulie Andrew~ 
Shorts: Southbound Duckling F
Out at 10:10 
[] • [] i 
Saturday Matinee March 2 
TO BE ANNOUNCED 
[] , [] ',i 
March 21, 22, 23 Man. Tues. W, ~' 
World Without Sul 
In Color 
Underwater Adventure t' 
of Costeau The French DOe~ 
Sea Diver 
An Academy Award Winnin :i 
Documentary .~ 
[]  , O ~, 
March 24, 25, 26 Thurs. Fri. 
Having A Wildii 
Weekend " 
Musical, comedy 
Starring: 
The Dave Clark Five 
Shorts: Shorts Cass and Bru i  
Winter Paradise i I
Final Concert 
Thrills Audience 
by Mrl., VI SIIAEIA'N 
Sunday evening saw an audience 
)f record attendance for the final 
in this winter's Overture Concert 
mries, give itself over to the en- 
joyment of the Porgy and Bess 
tingers' program. 
The enthusiasm and warmth of 
:he audience proved the popular. 
ty of the trio's choice of songs. 
~.xcerpts from Gershwin's Pergy 
md Bess set the tempo from the 
!irst. The haunting "Summertime," 
'I Got P~enty of Nothin'," "It Ain't 
qecessarily So," and the beaut;. 
iul duet "Bess, You is ~Iy Woman 
qow" were sung dramatically, and 
lelighted the audience. 
Lucia Hawkins seemed to com. 
)lately identify herself w i t h 
Vladame Butterfly as she sang 
'One Fine Day." Avan Long, of 
,oth stage and screen fame, gave 
n outstanding performance of 
iMack the Knife." Avan's charac- 
crizations captivated his audience. 
i The Yiddlsh melody "Eli, Eli," 
ung with feeling by Levern Hut- 
herson, was beautiful in its sim- 
4;city. Hutcherson's p o w e r f u 1 
oice did full justice to I-Iantmer. 
rain's "o r  Man River" and the 
udience loved him for it. The 
hree artists in varying combina. 
ions of voice, sang a group of the 
,eloved spirituals - -  "Ride on, 
ring Jesus," '~My Lord, What a 
~Iorning," l~,ery Time I Feel the 
;pirit," and more. 
L A happy addition to the original 
ro.gram was a group of songs 
ram "My Fair Lady." The scope 
,f the Porgy and Bess Singers' 
epertoire p r o v i d e d listening 
,leasure for all tastes. 
Accompanist Kelley Wyatt was 
;uperb. 
Little Miss Shannon Lee pre- 
sented a bouquet o Miss Hawkins. 
Following the concert Dr. and 
Mrs. R. E. Lee were hosts at a 
reception at their home where 
guests were delighted to visit with 
the four friendly artists. 
Leadership Clinic 
Held By Baptists 
AKI:A :~LAT|D FOR an $1 1 million B.C. Tel expenditure this year is outlined on this map of Northern B.C. 
",T ¢OND $ CTION 
Mr. Bob Dove, t.raining union 
secretary for the Oregon.Washing. 
ton Southern Baptist Convention 
held a two~ night leadership em- B.C. Telephone Company will spend some $11,100,000 
phasis clinic at Uplands Baptist ~his year for expanded facilities in its Northern Division. Out- 
Church March 10 and 11. ining the division construction budget, Mr. A. A. Higinbot- 
Present for the clinic were Mr. ~am, division manager, said that about $5,100,000 will pro- 
Dove, Rev. and Mrs. James Rose, vide for new long distance I 
,l~Ir. and Mrs. Bruce Freeman, Mr. I facilities, including new radial $1,628,000. Mr. Higinbotham said 
and Mrs. George (~reenlaw, Mrs. jond microwave systems, two new exchanges will be esta- 
blished during the year at Tasu on Frank Wall, Mr. Jake Martens and J The systems include: the Queen Charlotte Islands, and 
Mr.classesRObertwereSpearS.held at the home I • Prince Rupert . Terrace. Ki- at Giscome east of Prince George. 
of Reverend Rose, pastor of Up-I timat. Additional central office equip- 
lands Baptist church. ' • Prince George. Dawson Creek ment will be added to the follow- 
YOUR RED CROSS IS 
+ SERVING + 
TODAY 
TERRACE "OMINECA" HERALD . . TERRACE, B.C, 
Wednesdayt March 16, 1966 Page 11 
B.C. Tel Outlines 
. 66 Northern Plans 
• Prince George . McBride - 
Valemount. 
• Terrace . Stewart. 
• Terrace. Houston. (This is the 
last link of the $6,000,000 Prince 
George . Prince Rupert micro- 
wave system). 
Outside plant, such as aerial and 
underground cable systems and 
distribution of local services will 
require e:~penditure of $2,388,000. 
Dial equipment will cost about 
• ~ **  . i~ i  it*" 
Ready To Serve You 
ing offices: Dawson Creek, Fort 
St. John, Portage, Hudson's Hope, 
Fort St. James, Hartway, Pineview, 
Prince George, Quesnel, Vander. 
hoof, and Terrace. 
Four central offices will be 
changed to larger units to provide 
service to the expanding oommuni. 
ties of Fraser Lake, Valemount, 
Pouce Coupe and Houston. 
A $750,000 northern division 
headquarters building will be com. 
pleted at Prince George to house 
engineering and administration 
staffs. 
Other expenditures will include 
subscribers' equipment, I a n d, 
buildings, and vehicles. 
.The division covers an area 
from the Queen Charlotte Islands 
eastward to the Alberta border 
and from south of Quesnel north. 
ward. 
District administration offices 
are located at Terrace, Dawson 
Creek, and Prince George. 
Mr. Higinbotham said that at 
the beginning of 1966 the division 
had a total of 41,579 telephones 
an increase of 5,684 during 1965 
and an increase of 9,400 tele. 
phones during the past two years. 
Twenty.nine radiotelephone tar. 
minals are located In the division 
to serve isolated logging and min. 
ing camps and villages as well as 
trucks and automobiles travelling 
the many roads. The number of 
terminals will be increased this 
},ear, primarily along the routes 
of the new radio systems. 
Proper name for the ordinary 
house cat is "Domestic Short~Ir." 
ELECTRICAL 
WIRING IN: 
"k Commerdal 
'k Residential 
, radustrlai 
SPECIALIZING IN: 
"ELECTR I CAL  
HEAT I  NG" 
Bruno's 
ELECTRICAL SHOP LTD. 
3507 Hanson Rd . .  Terrace, * B.C. - Phone Vl 3-5757 
Eesh, ch.:m, crisl)--that's tl,: i!ffcct Basic i};mking ishaving 
on the almosplwrc atCali;lda's First I|a,lk, Basic Banking 
has cleared away outmoded procedures and put the emphasis 
where it hchmgs -- on qHck, efficient handling of the three 
vital services yop use in your day.to-day hanking. Basic 
lhmking is based on the fact that him: limbs out of ten when 
you enter a bank you are looking for service in (l) Savings 
hJ'vt),,,,ls, (2) Ct,rrP,,I A¢'t'o,,I,Is or (3) Personal Clwqt, ing. 
In pulling Basic I;anking inlo effect, we have simply geared 
our branch offices to give you ahsol,tely top performance in
these basic servk,,s. Basic Banking doesn't elimlnatc other 
b:,nking servicl,s, of vm,rse. Yop'l! still find a mo,'e complete 
range of finam,ial services at the B:mk of Montre:,] th;m at 
any other type of fi,la,,,'ia] i,,slitption. Why not drop into your 
neighlJom'hood branch of Canada's First Ilank soon and 
see re," yourself which way the wind is blowing? 
/ 
"There's ai'resh wind 
blowing at 
Ca] ada's FirstBank" 
BANK Or MONTREAL 
I]ANIr 
IO J It~llOl tlJkl~4n 
W 
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Careful With Kites 
B.C. HYdro Warns 
With the arrival of the kite fly- 
ing season, ~B.C. Hydro has issued 
a reminder to youngsters that 
while kites are fun, they can be 
dangerous too. 
Tragedy so~metimes mars the 
season when safetY' rules are 
ignored, and children--and adults, 
too - -  fly kites too close to elec- 
tric power lines. 
Here are a few simple rules for 
those who fly kites: 
First, always fly kites in open 
fields, well away from electric 
power wires, transmission towers, 
and ,highways. 
Second, never use any kind of 
metal in making a kite, and be 
sure that the attached string isn't 
tinsel. 
Third, avoid kite flying in wet 
or stormy weather. 
Fourth, and perhaps most im- 
portant of all, don't try to remove 
a kite if it catches in an electric 
power wire or on a high pole. 
LAFF-LINE 
You're over the hill when your 
children stop asking you where 
they came from and won't tell you 
where they are going. 
"Omineco" -  TERRACE, HERALD 
/ 
TERRACE~ BRITISH COLUMBIA  
BERT HAWRYSH, manager, B.C. Hydro, Terrace (left) and Ellis Hughes of Ellis Hughes 
Electric are pictured discussing the formation of the Skeena Electrical Contractors Asso- 
ciation. This organization will .represent the area from Bums Lake west to Prince ,Rupert 
and is a chapter of the Electrical Contractors Association of B.C. Mr. Hughes attended a 
directors' meeting in Vancouver last week. Officers elected at the first meeting held 
recently in Terrace were: Ellis Hughes, Terrace, president; Wm. Watson, Terrace, vice- 
president, and Robert Pederson, Prince Rupert, secretary. (Carlson photo) 
No"time off'for this girl Friday 
:.i 
..,-. 
She works uninterruptedly 24. hours a day, seven days a week, 52 weeks a 
year. She always answers the phone immediately; tells the caller where 
you are or when you'll be back; takes down his message for your return. 
Her name: the "ELECTRONIC SECRETARY from B.C.TEL--invaluable if you 
don't yet have a real secretary and still worth her weight in gold if you do. 
During hectic working sessions, when 
it's helpful to cut out the phone for a time, 
just switch over to your 'Electronic Secre- 
tary. No frustrations for customers or other 
callers. No interruptions of the working 
session. As soon as you're ready, just switch 
on the play-back and catch up on what's 
been happening right away. 
'TRADE NAME 
365B.6-BMS 
For the small one-man busi- 
ness, which must frequently be 
left unattended for varying pe- 
riods, the'Electronic Secretary is 
a particular boon. The recorded 
message (in your own voice) 
answers the phone, explains your 
absence and invites the caller to 
leave his own message for you to 
hear on your return. 
In TERRACE cab VI 3-Z121 
If calling long distance, ask the operator 
for ZENITH 7000 (there is no charge). 
::iiii~i~ili: Q :i ~ii~:,i::ii~,~ 
No jealousy between these girlsl Your 
real secretary will be as enthusiastic as yo u 
are about her electronic counterpart. It 
solves lunch hour and coffee break prob- 
lems, copes with after-hour calls and holds 
the fort for her on those rare mornings 
when her bus is delayed. Get the full facts 
about the "Electronic Secretary this week, 
without obligation, from our Marketing 
Department. 
B.c reL 
BAITIS/I COLUMBIA TELFPHON£ COMPANY 
WORLDWIDE TELEPHONE CONNECTIONS • INTERNATIONAL TWX AND TELETYPE SERVICE • RADIOTELEPHONES • CLOSED CIRCUIT TV • INTERCOM AND PAGING 
SYSTEMS • ELECTROWRiTERS ' DATAPHONES • ANSWERING AND ALARM UNITS • OVER 300 OTHER COMMUNICATION AIDS FOR MODERN HOMES AND BUSINESS 
March 
ETY TiPS from . . . 
Terrace Fire Department 
llAllqlll -- 
Don't Burn 
A •recent article in the B.C. F~ 
C h ~ e , f ' s  Association newslett 
"Notes and News," has a descri 
t/on given by a B.C. chief o f t ]  
duties and procedures of firem~ 
in Mexico City. 
Mexico City has a population, 
1,000,000 persons and five f i '  
halls. The headquarters hall h 
50 men per shift and they do a l 
of chores; They bake all the bre~ 
for the policemen and fireme 
cook all the meals and truck~the 
to the other hails and police sl 
tions, run the steam laundy f 
washing their uniforms, real 
their own helmets from leatb 
and brass. This is all in additi~ 
to their regular duties around t 
hall. 
They have eight pieces of equ 
nlent, and hydrants are so scar 
that even the dogs complain, l: 
they use cement cisterns of war 
in many places. 
All alarm calls are made by P 
rate phone and there are 14 phor 
in the firehall alarm room. 
trucks are located below the slel 
ing quarters hut are not wal led 
This certainly eliminates dc 
problems. The hall faces o~te 
four lane highway. To stop t r~ 
so the trucks can respond one m 
runs out with a red flag and wa~ 
like fury. Strangely enough 
works. 
FIBnlnG  
WANT 
GOOD 
USED 
EQUIPMENT? 
If you want good used equip- 
meat, then buy from FIN. 
NING! Sure, we've got the 
best machines in B.C., the 
best selection in B.C.; but, we  
also give you something extral 
Satisfactionl Call your FIN. 
NING sales representative to. 
dnyl 
1961 Cat D4 tractor w/4A ~hy4 
dozer, 143 control, D4E wine] 
Needs running gear; balan( 
machine in very good shapq 
Fair Buy, Terrace. 
~I'~50S . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  $11,2( 
1958 A.C HD11B w/hyd, angledo 
er, winch. A very well maintai: 
ed tractor. General appearam 
excellent. Fair Buy, Terrace. 
FT.8504 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $11,5{ 
1957 Cat 955 Traxcavetor w/l~ 
yd. bucket. Triple bar shoe 
rails 90%; sprockets like net 
balance machine fair. Fair Bu 
Terrace. 
FT.848~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 9~I 
Trojan 154 loader w/2-yd, buck( 
cab, heater, windshield wipe: 
14:00 x 9.4 recapped tires. G~ 
operating condition with cle 
appearance. Fair Buy, Terrael 
, FT.848~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 9~ 
Fordson Power major w/2 ba( 
hoe buckets, A-yd. loader, ant 
snow plow. Tires real good; b 
anee machine good. Fair Bt 
Terrace. 
FT-8414 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 5,5 
200 HP Bode engine, 2,000 z~ 
Complete from fan to flywh( 
Only 2,000 hrs. since new ¥ 
Buy, Terrace. 
FE-W29 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 
F INNING 
TRACTOR 
YOUR CATERPILLAR DEALI 
VI 1-2216 Terrac 
Caterpillar end Clt am RqideJ 
Tradenmrks 
